
Chapter 5

Synchro nous Sequent ial Logic

5 . 1 INTRODUC TION

'The digital ci rcuits COll,idertd ihus far have been combination al: thaI i... the OOlpub an= enurely
tkpcndcfII on the current lnpcrs. Ahhou gh every digital ")' ~cm i'\ likely to have \011lC combi
nationa l circuit... fllO!r-l ,)'"Ic m .. encou ntered in practice al..o include Menge clcmcnh. which
require that the '\Y!iolcm bedescribed in term..of stqllC'miol loR;C. Fi~I. we reed 10 undc.....and
what dislingui\ hc:'\~ucnlial 1ogk from combinationallogic.

5 . 2 S EQU ENTI AL C IRC U IT S

A block diagram of a ,..:quentinl cirruit i..sbow n in FiB. 5.1. It cons!..t of. cornbinauonal cir
cuuro whkh M{KlI~C clement.. are COflna:1a.1 (0 fonnll feedback pam.1llC !>wrag e elements art

device s capable of !>Ioo ng binary information. The binary information stOf't'lJ in Ihe"oC elerrems
al any given time: de fine.. the state of thC' sequential cireuit al tha t time. The sequential circuit
receives binary informa tion (rom external inpu t!> Ihut. logethcr with the present \lale of the
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fiGURE. 5.1
Blo<k diagram of '~quentlal dttult
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storage elements. determine the binary value of the outputs. These external inputs also deter
mine the condition for changing the state in the storage elements. The block diagram demon
strares that the outputs in a sequential circuit are a function not only of the inputs, but also of
the present state of the storage elements. The next state of the storage elements is also a func
tion of exte rnal inputs and the present state. Thus, a sequential circuit is specified by a time
sequence of inputs, outputs, and internal states. In contrast. the outputs of combinational logic
depend only on the present values of the inputs.

There are t....-c main types of sequential circuits, and their classification is a function of the
timing of their signals. A synchronous sequential circuit is a system whose behavior can be
defined from the knowledge of its signals at discrete instants of time. The behavior of an (lS)" I

chronous sequential circuit depends upon the input signets at any instant of time and the order
in which the inputs change, The storage element s commonly used in asynchronous sequential
circuits are time-delay devices. The storage capa bility of a time-delay device varies with the
time it takes for the signal to propagate through the device. In practice, the internal propaga
tion delay of logic gates is of sufficient duration to produce the needed delay, so that actual delay
units may not be necessary. In gate-type asynchronous systems, the storage clements consist
of logic gales whose propagation delay provides the required storage. Thus, an asynchronous
sequential circuit may be regarded as a combinational circuit with feedback. Because of the feed
back among logic gates, an asynchronous sequential circuit may become unstable at times.
The instability problem imposes many difficulties on the designer.Asynchronous sequential cir
cuits are presented in Chapter 9.

A synchronous sequential circuit employs signals that affect the storage elements at only dis
crete instants of time. Synchronization is achieved by a timing device called a dock Rt' Ilt'ru
tor, which provides a clock signal having the form of a periodic train of cloc k pulses . The clock
signal is commonly denoted by the identifiers clock and elk. The clock pulses are distributed
throughout the system in such a way that storage elements are affected only with the arrival of
eac h pulse. In prac tice. the clock pulses determine when comp utational activity will occur
within the circuit, and other signals (external inputs and otherwise) determine what changes will
take place affecting the storage elements and the outputs. For example, a circuit that is to add
and store two binary numbers would compute their sum from the values of the number s and
store the sum at the occurrence of a clock pulse. Synchronous sequential circuits that use clock
pulses to control storage elements are called clocked sequential circuits and are the type most
frequently encountered in practice. They are called synchronous circuits because the activity
within the circuit and the resulting updating of stored values is synchronized to the occurrence
of clock pulses. The design of'synchronous circuits is feasible because they seldom manifest
instability problems and their timing is easily broken down into independent discrete steps,
each of which can be considered separately.

The storage clements (memory) used in clocked sequential circuits are called fl ip-flops. A
flip-flop is a binary storage device capable of storing one bit of inform ation. In a stable state,
the output of a nip -flop is eithe r 0 or I. A sequential circuit may use many flip-flops to store
as many bits as necessary. The block diagram of a synchronous clocked sequential circuit is
shown in Fig. 5.2. The outputs are formed by a combinational logic function of the inputs 10
the circuit or the values stored in the flip-flops (or both) . The value that is stored in a flip-flop
when the clock pulse occurs is also determined by the inputs to the circuit or the values presently
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Synchronous dod.ed SflIuen Ual circuit

stored in the flip-flop lor both). The new value is stored (i.e .• the flip-flop is updated) when a
pulse of the clock si, n.tl occurs. Prior10 the occurrenceof the clock pulse. the combinational
logic forming the next value of the flop-flop must have reached a 5.tIbie value. Consequently,
the speed at which the combinational logic circuits operate is critical. If the clock (syochro
nizing) pulses arrive at a regular interval, a, shown in the timing diagram in Fig. S.2. the com
binational logic must respo nd 10 a change in the stale of the flip-flop in time to be updated
before the next pulse J.IT'ives. Propagation delays play an important role in determining the
minimum interval between clock pulses that will allow the circuit to operate correctly. The
state of the flip-flop!' can change only during a dock ru be lran, ition- fOf example. whenthe
value of the dock signalschanges from 0 to I. When a clock pulse is not ective. the feedback
loop between the value sroredin the flip-flop and the value formedat the inpul to the flip-flop
is effectlvely broken teceuse the flip-flop outputs cannot change even if the outputs of the
combinational circuit driving their inpulschange in value. Thus. the transition from one stale
to the next occurs onl) at predetermined intervals dictated by the clock pul5.Ct.

5 . 3 ST O RAGE ElEM ENTS : LATCHES

A storageelemers in a digital circuit can maintaina binary sUICindefinitely (as long as power
is delivered to the circuit). until directed by an input signal to switch states. The major differ
ences among various types of storage clements are in the number of inputs they~\loCsS and
in the manner in which the inpuls affect the binary stale. $ro'Og(' ('/('m('nU tM I operate " ';,h
s/gllfll 1('1'('/s (rolhu lhan signal lronsitionJ) arr rrfrrnd to as lalchu : those controlled bJ a
clock transitionorrfl ip-flops. Latches arc said to be level sensitive de\'ka : flip- llop5. arc edge
sensitive dc\'ilXS., lbc two I)'PCSof storage elements are related because latchc. are the be ic
circuits from which all Ilip-flops areconstructed. Although latches arc useful (or storingbinary
Information and roe the de ign of asynchronou sequential circuits ( !ICC Section 9.3). they arc
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not practical for use in synchronous sequential circuits. Because they are the building blocks
of flip-flops. however. we will consider the fundamental storage mechanism used in latches be
fore considering flip-flops in the next section.

The SR latch is a circuit with two cross-coupled NOR gales or two cross-coupled NAND gates.
and two inputs labeled S for set and R for reset. The SR latch constructed with two cross 
coupled NOR gates is shown in Fig. 5.3. The latch has two useful states. When output Q "" I
and Q' "" O. the latch is said to be in the set state. When Q "" 0 and Q' "" 1. it is in the reset
state. Output s Q and Q' are normally the complement of each other. However. when both in
puts are equal to I at the same time, a condition in which both outputs are equa l to 0 (rather
than be mutually complementary) occurs. If both inputs are then switched to 0 simultaneous
ly, the device will enter an unpredictab le or undefined state or a metastable state. Consequently,
in practical applications. setting both inputs to 1 is forbidden .

Under normal conditions. both inputs of the latch remain at 0 unless the state has to be
changed. The application of a momentary I to the S input causes the latch to go to the set state.
The 5 input must go back to 0 before any other changes take place , in order to avoid the oc
currence of an undefined next state that results from the forbidden input condition. As shown
in the function table of Fig. 5.3(b), two input conditions cause the circuit to be in the set state.
The first condition (S "" 1. R "" 0) is the action that must be taken by input S to bring the cir
cuit 10 the set stale. Removing the active input from S leaves the circuit in the same state. After
both inputs return to O. it is then possible to shift to the reset state by momentary applying a 1
to the R input. The 1 can then be removed from R, whereupon the circuit remains in the reset
state. Thus. when both inputs S and R are equal to 0, the latch can be in either the set or the reset
state. depending on which input was most recent ly a 1.

If a 1 is applied to both the Sand R inputs of the latch. both outputs go to O. This action pro
duces an undefined next state. because the state that results from the input transitions depends
on the order in which they return to O. It also violates the requirement that outputs be the com
plement of each other. In normal operation. this condition is avoided by making sure that 1' s
are not applied to both inputs simultaneously.

The SR latch with two cross-coupled NAND gates is shown in Fig. 5.4. It operates with
both inputs normall y at 1. unless the state of the latch has to be changed. The application of 0

:JL R (reset) --ff:Y4--

S (set) - - L../

(a) Logic diagram

S R Q Q'

Q
1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 (afterS =l, R -O)
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 (aIterS -O. R -I)

Q' 1 1 0 o (forbidden)

(b) Function table

FIGUR£ S.3
SR latch with NOR gate s
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I 0 0 I
I I 0 I (. hn S. I. R . OI
0 I I 0
I I I o (. f'ln S -O. R . n
0 0 I IC'~)

(b) Full(t ioa table

fIGURl5.4
S.a.tm with NAND ,.Iel

10 the S input causes output Qto ' 0 10 I . putt in, the latch in the~Male. When the 5 input , oe'l
hack to I. the circuit remains in the set state. After both i nput~ 10 back to I. we art' allowed to
change the Mate of tbe lalch by r lucing a 0 in the R input. Thls ecuon causes lhe circun to go
to the reset state aoo May there even after bolh input' return to I . Thecondition that i' fOfbid
den for the NAND latch i~ both inputs being equal to Oat the ~1l\C' time . an input combination
that "hOuld beavoided .

In comparing the l'ASD with lhc NOR latch. note that the inpul signal\ for the NANDre
quire lhcromrkmmt t.f too..e valuew. used for the NORlatch . 8cao\C lhc NA,.'O latch requil't\
a 0 lii, naI to change' it, stale. it i ~ somenmes referred 10 a, an S' R' lalch . 11M: prirtlC'l (or. §OO1C'.

li~ ban over thc k llcn) dcr.ignate lhc faC1 that the inputs mu~ be in thC'ir com pkmcnl form
10.ronle the circuit.

11M: opnation of the ba\k SR latch can be modi fied by pC'Ovidins: an additiofu] input ~.

nalthat dc1cnninn (c' ,"lrob) t4'h nl the!iWe of the latch can becb3n~. An SR lalch ""'ilh a
control input i" !ohown in Fi• . .5.5. It ron\i\lS oh hc ba.,k SR lalch and IWO addittonal NAND
i alC\.1bt: control inpul En aC1Sa" an mabI, s1[1:nal for theocher two inputs. 1bc ou tputs of the
NAND , ale, -.lay at the loBic· 1 leve l as Ion' .'li theenable 'ignal f'C'TtWns at O. Th i, i lhc qui 
C'\«II I condil ion for the SR tarcb . wben lhc enable' input ion 10 I. information from lhc S or
R inpul i~ allowed to alT«t the latch. The !IoC1. stare i\ ru chn.! with S - I. R - O.and En • I
tecnve-high ena bled t. To change to the' reset state. the i nput~ mU:\1 be: S - O. R • I. and

s
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Sla.tch wtIh controf input
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D

En D Next slate of Q

E, ---+------+ o X
1 0
1 1

No change
Q '" 0; reset state
Q = 1; set state

FIGURE5.6
Dlatch

(a) Logic diagram (b) Function table

En == I. In either case. when En returns to 0, the circuit remains in its current state. The con
trol input disables the circuit by applying 0 to En. so that the state of the output does not change
regardless of the values of Sand R. Moreover. when En == I and both the Sand R inputs are
equal to O. the state of the circuit does not change. These conditions are listed in the function
table accompanying the diagram.

An indeterminate condition occurs when all three inputs are equal to I . This condition places
O's on both inputs of the basic SR latch, which puts it in the undefined state. When the enable
input goes back to O. one cannot conclusively determine the next state. because it depends on
whether the S or R input goes to 0 first. This indeterminate condition makes this circuit diffi 
cult to manage. and it is seldom used in practice. Nevertheless. it is an important circuit because
other useful latches and flip-flops are constructed from it.

o Latc.h (Transparent Latch)

One way to eliminate the undesirable condition of the indeterminate state in the SR latch is to
ensure that inputs S and R are never equal to I at the same time. This is done in the D latch,
shown in Fig. 5.6. This latch has only two inputs: D (data) and En (enable). The D input goes
directly to the S input. and its complement is applied to the R input. As long as the enable input
is at 0, the cross-coupled SR latch has both inputs at the I level and the circuit cannot change
state regard less of the value of D. The D input is sampled when En == I . If D == I, the Qout
put goes to I. placing the circuit in the set state. If D = O. output Q goes to O. placing the cir
cuit in the reset state.

The D latch receives that designation from its ability to hold da ta in its internal storage. It
is suited for use as a temporary storage for binary information between a unit and its environ
ment The binary information present at the data input of the D latch is transferred to the Qout
put when the enable input is asserted. The output follows changes in the data input as long as
the enable input is asserted . This situation provides a path from input D 10 the outp ut. and for
this reason. the circuit is often called a transparent latch. When the enable input signal is de
asserted. the binary information that was present at the data input at the time the transition oc
curred is retained (i.e.. stored) at the Q output until the enable input is assened again. Note that
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Graphic symbols for latc hes
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an inverrercoctd be pta..redat the enable Inpcr. Then. dependingon the physical clrcvit. the ex
temal enabling ~igna l will be a value of 0 (active low) or I (active high).

The graphic symhol ~ for the verioes latches are shown in Fig. 5.7. A latch is designated by
a rectangular block with inputs on the Icftand OUlpub on the right. One octpet designales the
oormal output. and t~ other (with the bubbledcsiBnation) desiBnalC's thc complement OUlput.
The graphic symbol for the SR latch has inputs S andR indicated inside the block. In the CMe

of a NAND gDtC latch. bobbles are added to the inputs 10 indicate thai setting and relloCuin,
occur with a logic-o signal.The graphic symbol for the 0 latch has input D andEn indicated
inside the block.

5. 4 5TORAGE ElEM ENT5 : Fl IP ·FlOP5

'The stare of a latch or nip-flopis swilched by "change in the control input This momentary
change is called a 'ri8 ~('r. and the transition it causes h said to trip cr the flip- flop. The 0
latch wilh pulses in its control input is n.'Cntially a fli p-flop that is tri"~ everytime the pulse
goes 10 the logic-I level. As long a the pulse input remains at this level. any changes in the
data input will change lhe output and the state of the latch.

As seen from the bhlCk diagram of Fig. 5.2.a sequential circuit has a fm!bock path from the
output\ of the fli p-flop~ 10 the inputof thecombinational circuit. Consequently. the inputs of the
flip-flops are derived in pan from theoutpub of the same andothtt flip-l1op5. when latches arc
used for the ~torage elements, a ser ioc difficulty arisc!'>. TIlestare lnUl!iitiom o(the lalches st3l1
1'1 soon a.'l the d ock pulse changes to the logic-I level. The new state of a latch appears at the
output while the pulse is stillactive. This output is connected to the inputs of the larcbes through
thecombinationalcircuu. Hthe inputs applied 10 the latcbes change while theclock pulse i 5IilI
at the logic-I level. the latches will respond10 new val~s anda newoutput slale may occur. TI1C'
m ult is an unpredictable situation. since the state of the latches may keep chanJing for as long
as the d ock pulse slay!'> at the active level. Because of this unrehable operation. the output of a
latch cannot beapplied directly or through combinalional logic to the input of the sameor an
other latch when all th~ latches lU'l:' triggered by a common d ock MJUI'CC'.

fl ip-flopcircuits are con5UUC1C'd in such a waya\ to make themoperate properly when they
are pan of a 5C'q~ntial circuit that employs a common dock. Tbe problem with the latch is thai
it responds to a change in the In '('1 of a clock pulse. As shown in Fig. j .8(a). a posiuve level
response in theenable inpul allows changC' in Ihc output when the D inpul ChaniC5 while lhe
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(a) Response to positive level

(b) Positive-edge response

(e) Negative-edge response

FIGURE 5 .8
Clock response In latch and flip-flop

clock pulse stays at logic I. The key to the proper operation of a flip-flop is to trigger it only
during a signal transition. This can be accomplished by eliminating the feedback path that is
inherent in the operat ion of the sequential circ uit using latche s. A clock pulse goes through
tWO transitions: from 0 to I and the return from 1 to O. As shown in Fig. 5.8. the positive Iran
sition is defined as the positive edge and the negative transition as the negative edge . There are
two ways that a latch can bemodified to form a flip-flop . One way is to employ two latches in
a special configuration that isolates the output of the flip-flop and prevents it from being af
fected while the input to the flip-flo p is changing. Another way is to produce a flip-flop that
triggers only during a signal transition (from 0 to I or from 1 100) of the synchronizing signal
(clock) and is disabled during the rest of the clock pulse. We will now proceed to show the im
plementation of both type s of flip-flops.

Edge-Triggered 0 Flip-Flop

The construction of a D flip-flop with two D latches and an inverter is shown in Fig. 5.9. The
first latch is called the master and the second the slave. The circuit samples the D input and changes
its output Qonly at the negative edge of the synchronizing or controlling clock (designated as

Q
y

D- --I

elk----J~__-D~_ _ ---1

fiGURE 5.9
Master- slave D fltp-tlop
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C/~ ) . When lhe cluck i' O. the output of the innnc r ill I. The slave latch h enabled. and it!'> out
rut Q i~ cquullO the m;l,l er output r.The master latch i, L1i :<.ablcd because CU • O. When lhe
inpul pulse changes III the logic-! level.tbe data from the external D input arc transferred 10

the ma..ter. The slave. however. i..disableda." long a.-. the clock. remain, at the I level. because
ih ,naM~ inpul j, equal to O. Any change in the inpul changelllhc master output 011 r. bUI can
IKJI affect tbc ...101\'(' output. When the clod pube rerum- to O. thc master illL1i~blcd and i!'> iso
lated from the /) input. At the :<.arne lime. the ..lave i.. enabled and the value of r is rran..ferrcd
10(he output of the Oip·Oop at Q. lllU!l. a change in the output of the nip -Oop can be triggered
unly by aoo during the rran..ition of the clod from) 10 O.

The behavior of the master- ..lave Ilip-Ilop jU!'>1described dic tates thai ( lI the output may
change only on\,·c.121,. Ch,IO!!Cin the OOlput is lrin elT'd I'ly the ncBa t i H~ edge of the dud .. and
1.'1 the change may occur only during the clock's ncgauve level. The value that illprodoccd 011

the output of the I li p-ftop b. the value that w a!'> stored in the macer ..rage iml1ll.-diaICI)· before
the negauve edge occurred. II i..also pOlisible to design lhe circuit MJ thatlhc fllp-Ilop octpcr
changes on the positive edge of the clock. This happen.. in a nip-Oop that ha!'> an a&Jitinna! in
verier between lhe CII. terminal and the jurcuon between the other inverter and input £11 of tbe
ma..tcr latch. Such a Ihp-Ilop i.. triggered with a negative pol"", 1iOth.dlhe: IlCgath'c edge of lhe
d ock affC'C1" the master and the positive edge affC('h the slave and the output terminal.

Anothcr consrrucuon of an edge-m ggered 0 Oip·nup U"'li three SR latchc!> av shown in
Fig. 5. 10. Two lalChc" respond 10 lhe: external 0 (daral and CIA (doc k) inpuh. The third lalch
provides the: UUlPUh flit the: Ittp-Ilop. The: S and R inpul ~ of the octpetlatch are maintained 011

the logic-I level when Clk - O. Thts causes the output 10 remain in its pre1iCnt state. (npuc0

• ,

n----if---1._ ./

FtGURf S,10
D-type poslltve-edge-trigger~ flip-flop
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II

FIGURE 5.11
Graphk symbol f~ edge-trlggered D nip-flop

ma y be equal to 0 or I. If D "" 0 when C/k becomes I. R changes to O. Thi s causes the ni p
flop to go to the reset state. mak ing Q "" O. If there is a change in the D input whi le Clk = I,
termin al R remains at 0 because Q is 0, Th us. the flip -flop is locked out and is unresponsive to
further changes in the inpu t. When the cloc k returns to O. R goes to I, placing the o utput hitch
in the quiescent cond ition witho ut changing the output. Sim ilarly, if D = I when Clk goes
from 0 10 I. S changes to 0 , Thi s causes the circuit to go to the set state, makin g Q "" I. Any
change in D while Clk ... I doe s not affect the outp ut.

In sum. when the input clock in the posidve-edge-mg gered flip-flo p males a pos itive Iran
siuon. the value of D is tran sferred to Q. A negative transition of the clock (i.e.• from I to 0 )
does not affect the output. nor is the output affec ted by changes in D when Clk is in the steady
l08ic-1 level or the logfc-n level. Hence. this type of flip-flop responds to the transition from
0 10 I and nothi ng else .

The timing of the res ponse o f a flip-flop to input data and 10 the clock must be taken into
consideration when one is u..ing edge-triggered flip-fl ops . The re is a minimu m lime called the
setuo time duri ng which the D input must be maintained at a constant value prior to the oc
currenc e of the cloc k transit ion . Similarly. there is a minimum time called the hold time dur
ing which the D input must DOl change,ifter the application of the positive transition of the clod...
The propagatio n de lay lime o f the ni p-flop is de fined as the interval between the trigger edge
and the stabi lization of the output 10 a new state. These and other parameters are spec ified in
manufac ture rs ' data books for speci fic logic famili es.

The graphic symbo l for the edge-triggered D flip-flop is show n in Fig . 5.11. It is similar to
the symbol used for the [) latch, exce pt for the arrow headlike symbol in front o f the letter Clk,
designating a dynamic input. The dynamic indicator de notes the fact that the flip-flop respo nds
to the edge transition of the clock . A bubble outside the block adjacent to the dynam ic indic a
tor designates a negati ve edge for triggerin g the circuit. The absence of a bubble designates a
positive-edge response.

Other Flip-Flop.

Very large-scale integration ci rcuits contain thousands of gates within one pack age. Circuit.. are
constructed by intercon necting the various gates to provide a digital system, Each flip-flop is con
structed from an interco nnection o f ga les. The most economica l and efficie nt flip-flop con
structed in this manner is the edge-triggered D flip-flop. because it req uires the smallest number
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of gates. Other types01'nip-flop!'can be ron~r\ldC'd by u~ing the D nip-flop IlOd external logic.
Two nip-flop-. lee..widely used in the design of digital systems are the JK IlOd Tnip-flops.

There are three operations that can be: performedwith a nip-flop: Sc:1 it to I. reset it to O. Of

complement i l ~ output. Wilh only a single input. the 0 nip-nop can set or reset the: output. de
pending on the value ( 11"the: 0 input immediately before the: clock transition. Synchronizedby
a clock. signal, lhe: JK nip-flop ha'l two inputs and performs all three operation". The circuit di
agramof a JK nip-flop constructed with a 0 nip-flop and gates is shown in Fig. S,12(a). The
J inpul sets the: Ilip-Ilop 10 I, the: K input resets it to O. and when both inputs an: enabled. the
OUlpul j" complerremed. This can be: verified by invC'stigating the circuit applied to the: D input:

D - IQ' + K'Q

When J • I and K - O. 0 • Q' + Q • I . so the 11C 1I. t clock edge sets the: output 10 I. When
J - 0 uOO K • I, 0 "" O. so the: nextclock. edge relocts the output to O. When bod1 J • K • I
and D • Q', the ne1l.1dock edge rompkmen~ theoutput. When both J • K • 0 aoo 0 • Q.
the: clock edge leaves the output unchanged. The graphic symbol for the JK flip-flop is shown
in Fig. S.12(b), It is sirnilar to the graphic symbol of the: D flip-flop. except that now the: in
puts are marked J andK.

The: T (toggle) flip·l1op is a complemenung flip-flop andcan be obta ined frum a JK flip
flop when inputs J and K are tied rcgerber. This is shown in Fig. S,13(a), When
T • 0 (J • K - 0). a clock edge does noc change the output. When T - I (J • K - I ).
a clock edge complements the OUlput. The complementing flip-flop is useful for lk"i Bning bi
nary counters

The Tflip-nop can heconstructed with a D Ilip-Ilop and an exclustve-Og gate a.\ sbown in
Fig. 5.13Ib). The expression fOf the D input iv .

D -T eQ -TQ' +T'Q

When T - O. D - Q and there i ~ nochanBc in theoutput. When T - I. D • Q' and the out
put complements, The graphic symbol for this flip-flop has a T iymbol in the: input
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T-'--1J

elk

K

{a) FromJK flip-flop

fiGURE. 5.1 J
Tflip-flop

Characteristic Tables

T
11 "

"(b) From D flip-fl op

T

- -jl>Clk

(c) Graphic symbol

A characteristic table defines the logical properties of a flip-flop by describing its operation in
tabular form. The characteristic tables of three types of flip-flops are presented in Table 5.1.
They define the next state (i.e.. the state that results from a clock transition) as a function of
the inputs and the present state. Q<r) refers to the present state (i.e.• the state present prior to
the application of a clock edge). Q(t + I ) is the next state one clock period later. Note that the
clock edge input is not included in the characteristic table. but is implied 10 occur between
times t and I + I. Thus. Q(t) denotes the state ofthe flip-flop immediately before the clock edge.
and Q(t + J) denotes the state that results from the clock transition.

The characteristic table for the l K flip-flop shows that the next state is equal to the present
state when inputs 1 and K are both equal to O. This condition can be expre ssed as
Q(t + I ) = Q(t ). indicating that the clock produces no change of state. When K = I and

Tab le 5.1
Flip -Flop Characteris tic Tables

JKFlip -Flop

J K Q(t + 1)

0 0 e» No change
0 I 0 Reset
I 0 I So<
I I Q'(' ) Complement

D Flip-Flop T Flip-Flop

0 Q(t + 1) T Q(t + 1)

0 0 Reset 0 Q(t ) No change
I I So< I Q'« ) Complement
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J - O. the dock reM'I!l lhe ni p-nul' and Q(I + I ) - u. wnh J - I and K - O. the niP-tlOf
~I~ and Q(1 ... I ) "" I. When hot h J and K are equal to I. the next ~tate ,"h.m~e!l to the: rom
plemenr of'the peesem state, a rran siuon HUll can be ex pressed as Q(t ... t ) - Q' (I).

The f)C kt ~t3te o f a 0 nip-flop is depende nt o nly on the 0 inpu t and is independent o f lhc
prt~nt state. This can beell.~!\Cd a'iQ( t + I ) • D. II meansthallhe nCII.l-!.late value is equa
to the value of D. Note that the:0 ni p-fl op doe s not have a "no-c hange" condition . Such a con 
diti on can be accomplbbed either by d isabl ing the dod or by operating the clock by havini
the ou tput of the fli p-flop connected into lhe () inpu t. Either method effectively circulates ttl<
OUlput o f lhc fh p-Ilop when the:S1ale of the flip-flup mu..t remain unchanged .

ThechardC1cri~ic tableof the Ttlip-l1op has only two (,'{n1i tion..: When T • O. the clock edge
does not cbengc the st.ue: whe n T - I, the d od edge complemenL'i the !'>la te of the Ilip- Ilop.

Charact eris ti c Equations

The logical pn"en ic- of 3 Ilip-Ilop, a'i c.k"MTibcd in the charoK.'1cri ..tic table. can be: e ll.prn.ied al·
gcbreically with a charal,.1cri~ic equation. fQr the0 Oip-lK'P. we bave the char.tctcri'-lic eqoatton

Q(/ + I ) -/)

which slates that thc= next !ltate of thc: ou tput will be equ al to the value of input 0 in the prC'~'

ent Male. The characteristic equat ion (Of' the JK Ilip-Itop can be deri ved from the charecteris
tic tab le or from the ci rcuit o f Fig. S.12. We obtain

Q(/ + 1) - JQ' + K 'Q

where Q i ~ the value (If the ni p-nop output prior to the app liCi tinn of a d ock edge. The char 
ecrer isnceq uation for the T flip-flop i~ ohcaincd from the circuit o f Fig. 5.13:

Q(/ + 1) - T (II Q - TQ' + T'Q

Direct Inputs

Some Ihp-flops have iL\Ynchronou... inptlts mat art' used 10 force the n ip-nop to a panicul ar
state independently o f the c lock. The inpol thal !ICt~ the ni p-flop 10 t h ca lled pm t'l or Ji lt''' l
set. The inpu t that clean the Iltp-nop to Ois ca lled clear or di rect It'st". When pow er is turned
00 in a di~ital system. the state of the ni p-nops is unknown. The direct input~ are u~ful for
bringing all ni p-flu!", m Ihc= syste m 10 II known Maning ..late prior to the clocked opera tion.

A po...itive -etl¥C'"t ri~~rtd D nip-llop with ecu ve- jow a..ynchnKkllJ"m.et is~1l in Fig. S.14.
The circuit diagram is lhe sa me as the one in R g. .5.10. except for the add itional reset inpul con
recuons to three NAr-;D gales. When the reset inpul i~ (). it forces ou tput Q' to Slay 011 I. which.
in tum. clean output (! 10 O. lhu~ re~uing the Ilip-flop. Two other connections from the m<1

input ensure thai the .\ inpu t o f the third SR latch stay~ at logic I while lhe reset input is at O.
reganl le!>\ of the vallk."s of 0 and Clk.

The graphic symbol for the 0 nip-flop with a di rttl reset ha... IllIlkkIitional inpu l maned with
R. Tbe bubble aloog the inpu t indicates that the fC!>C1 is ecu ve at the 1000ic.Q le vel . Hip- Flops
with II direct .-.el U\C the symbo l S for rbe asynchnmou s SCi inpu t.

The functi on table specif iesthe operalion of the circun. When R • O. the OIJlput i.. reset 10 O.
Th is ~tate is Independent of the values o f 0 Of' C/~ . Normal clock operation can proceed on ly
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Clock

R t''; f l---' --'

fa) Circuit diagram

Dura [)

Clock elk
R

Reset
I

1--0

1>-- 0'
R CfkD Q Q'

o X X 0 I
o t oo I
o t I I 0

(h) Graphic symbol

FIGURE 5 .14
D flip-flop with asynchrono us reset

(b) Function table

after the reset input goes to logic I. The clock at elk is shown with an upward arrow to indi
cate that the flip-flop triggers on the positive edge of the clock. The value in D is transferred
to Q with every positive-edge clock signal. provided that R = I.

5 ,5 ANALY51 5 OF CLOCKED
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT5

Analysis describes whnt a given circuit will do under certa in operating conditions. The be
havior of a clocked sequential circuit is determined from the inputs. the outputs. and the state
of its flip-flops. The outputs and the next state are both a function of the inputs and the present
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stale. The analysis of Usequennat circuit comim of oblaining a table or a diagram for the time
sequenceof inpuI~. outputs. and internal lIalell. It ill ,'11M) possible 10 write Boolean expre sion~

that describe lhe behavior of the sequential circuit, Tbese expressionsmust indudc the neces
sary time sequence. enber direcny or indirmly,

A logic diagram i!o recognized all a d ocked sequential circuit if it includes nip-flops with
clock i nput~. The flip-tlop!i may be of any type. and the logic diagram may or may not include
combinational circuit gates. In this section. we introduce an algebraic representation for spec
ifyinJ the next-state condition in terms of the prtsc:m slate and inputs. A state table and slate
diapam arethen peesenecd to describe thebehaviorof lhe r.tquentiaJ circuit AnlXhr:r algdnic rep
reKnlation is meodcccd for spccifyini the logic diagram of ~nlial circuits. Examples are
used to illustrate the various procedure ,

State Equations

The behavior of a clocked sequentialcircuit can be described algebraically by means of state
equations. A JW" ' qUe/lion (also called a transition , q.klt;Otf) specifies the IlC' llt stale as a func
lionof thc pre\Cnt stall' andinpns. Considn thcsequential circuit r.bown in Fig.5.15, 11 consists

.. I

:::L <,
0./

J r- [>n l.

1 0

f- t> CIA

C1/1d:

I' ~

J
e, I
v

A

A '

8

8 '

..

neUR! S.lS
Example of ~uentlal circuit
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of two D flip-flops A and B, an input x and an output y. Since the D input of a flip-flop deter
mines the value of the next state (i.e., the state reached after the clock transition), it is possible
to write a set of sta te equations for the circuit:

A(I + 1) = A(t )x(t ) + B(I )x (l )

B(I + 1) = A' (t )x(t )

A stale equation is an algebraic exp ression that specifies the condition for a flip -flop state tran
sition. The left side of the equation, with {r + 1). denotes the next state of the flip-flop one
clock edge later. The right side of the equation is a Boolean expression that specifies the pres
ent sta te and input conditions that make the next state equal to I. Since all the variables in the
Boolean expressions are a function of the present state. we can omit the designation (t) afte r
each variable for convenience and can express the state equations in the more compact fonn

A(t + 1) = Ax + Bx

B(r + I ) = A' x

The Boo lean expressions for the state equations ca n be deriv ed directly from the gates that
form the combinational circu it part of the sequential circu it. since the D values of the combi
national circuit determine the next state. Similarly, the prese nt-s tate value of the output can be
expressed algebraically as

)'(1) = [A(I ) + B(t )Jx' (t )

By removing the symbol ( t ) for the present sta te. we obta in the output Boolean equatio n:

y = (A + B)x'

Stale Table

The time sequence of inputs, outputs, and flip-flop states can be enumerated in a state table (some
times called a transition table ). The state table for the circu it of Fig. 5.15 is shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2
State Table for the Circuit of Fig. 5.75

Present Next
State Input State Output

A 8 x A 8 Y

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 I 1 0 0
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The table con..i ~l ~ of lour section.. labeled presem jlrl1~, inpul, n,,;1 jfjU~, and IIut/ml . The
present-stare !oeCtiofl shows tbc ",Ialel of nip-nop" A and H III any gweo lime t. The inpul sec
lion giv~ a value of .r for ecch possible pn:!lCnt state. The nnl-litllte section !>ho,," ~ lhe Malell
of the nip-fl()p~ onc clpck cycle later, at lime I + I. The OUlput section gives the value of )' al
lime 1 for each present ..talc and inpul coedinon.

The dcrivlIIiun of 11 , laiClable requires liMinBall p'-M ible binary combinalion" of present
rolalellaoo inputs. In th l ~ ca1OC. \\" e have ei, hl binary combinaliom (rom 000 10 III . The RCli '
state values are tben "klcmlincd from the logic diagram t.from lhC' !loIIlIC equatioevTbc RCIII
stare of nip-nop A mu-i 5a l i~fy the liilate equation

A(r + I ) - A.t + Bs

The r\C1I1·s lale section in the ..laic table under column A ha... three 1' :10 where the present state
of A aoo input ,t arc hillh equal 10 I or the presem ..laic of H aod input .r are both equal to I .
Similarly.the r\C1I1..I.lIIl.." of Itip-Ilop H illderived from Iht.' "laic equeuon

H(/ + I ) -A'.t

and i\ equal ~o I when lhe present \t alc of A i ~ 0 and inpul x j" equal 10 I. TheOllipul column
illderived from the ourput equation

y - Ax' + R.t ·

11lcMale tahlc o( a ~"qucn lial d rcuil wilh [J.IYPC nip-noV" ill obtnincd by the same procedure
ollilined in the previou-, example. In general. a sequential circuit with m nip-nos» and n inpuh
need.. 2....11 rows in the state table . The binary numbers from 0 through 2.... 11

- I arc: listed
under the presem-aac and inpsn columns. Tbc next-state section ha~ m columns one foreach
nip-flop. The binary \'alut'll (or the next slate are derived direclly from the state equations. T1lC'
output section has as many colu mns a\ tbete arc output variables. liS binary value is de rived
from rbe circuit or from tbe Boolean function in the ~me manner as in a truth table.

It i\ sometimes coo ver nenr ro cxpre:\.\ the ..talc table in a slightly different form having only
three sections:present -tate, next state. andoutput. 'The inpul conditionsarc enumerated under
the nnl ·slale and out put sections. The state table of Table S.2 is repealed in Table S.J in this
!i«OOl.I Iorm.I,.each IlfC\C'lIMale. there arc two po!-..i~le nut slalCll andocipcrs, depending 00
lhe value of 1M- input. (me form may be preferable 10 the cebcr. dcpcfk1ini on the application.

T.ble S.3
S«ond Fann of fM Stofl Tobk

Presenl
NaxlSlale Outpul

SI.le • • 0 • • I • • 0 • • I

A • A • A • r r
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 I 0 0 I I I 0
I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0
I I 0 0 I 0 I 0
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FIGUA£ 5 .16
State diagram of the circuit of Fig. 5.15

State Diagram

The information available in a state table can be represented graphically in the form of a suue
diagram. In this type of diagram. a state is represen ted by a circle . lind the (clock- triggered)
transitions betwee n states arc ind icated by directed lines connecting the circles. The slate dia
gram of the sequentia l ci rcuit of Fig. 5. 15 is shown in Fig. 5. 16. The state diagram provides the
....me infonnation as the stare table and is obtained directly from Table 5.2 or Table 5.3. The bi
nary number in..ide each circ le identifies the state of the flip-flops. The directed line.. are la
beled with two binary numbers separated by a slash. The input value during the present stale is
labeled first. and the nurnbe...after the slash gives the output during the present stale with the given
input. ( It is important to remember that the bit value listed for the output along the directed line
occu rs during the present stale and with the indicated input. and has nothing to do with the tran 
sition 10 the next state .) For example. the directed line from slate 00 10 01 is labeled liU. mean
ing that when the sequential ci rcuit is in the present stale 00 and the input is I. the output i.. O.
After the next cloc k cycle. the circuit goes 10 the next state. 0 1. If the input changes to O. then
the output becomes I. bur if the input remain.. at I. the output "lays at O. This information i'> ob
tained from the stare diagram along the IWO directed line.. emanating from the circle with stale
0 1. A directed line co nnecting a circle with itself indica tes tbar no change of state occurs.

There is no difference between a state table and a state diagram. except in the manner of rep"
re..entation. The state table is easier 10 derive from a given logic diagram and the stale equa
tion. The state d iagram follows directly from the: state table . The slate diagram gives a pictorial
view of state transitions and is Ihe form more suitable for human interpretation of the circuit' s
ope ration. For example, the state diagram of Fig. 5.16 clearly shows that, start ing from state
00 . the output is 0 ali long as the inpu t stays at I . The first 0 inpu t after a string of I ' ~ gives an
output of I and transfers the circuit back to the initial slate. 00. The machine repre sented by
the state diagram acts 10 detect a zero in the bit strea m ofdata.

Flip-Flop Input Equations

The logic diagram of a sequential circui t consists of ni p-flops and gates. The interconnections
among the gates (ann a combinational circuit and may be specified algebraically with Boolean
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expression s. The knowledge of the type of flip-flops and a list of the Boolean expressions of
the combinational circuit provide the information neede d to dra w the logic diagram of the se
quentia l circuit. The part of the combinational circuit that gene rates external o utputs is de
scribed algebraically by a set of Boolean function s called output equations. The part of the
circuit that generates the inputs to flip-flops is described algebraically by a set of Boolean func
tions called flip-flop input equations (or, sometimes. excitation equations ). We will adopt the
convention of using the flip-flop input symbol to denote the input equat ion variable and a sub
script to designate the name of the flip -flop output. For example. the following input equation
specifies an OR gate with inputs x and }' connected to the D input of a flip-flop whose output
is labeled with the symbol Q:

DQ = x + }'

The sequential circuit of Fig. 5.15 cons ists of two D flip-flops A and B. an input .r. and an
output j-, The logic diagram of the circ uit can be expressed algebraically with two flip-flop
input equati ons and an output eq uation:

D" = Ax + Bx

DB = A'x

Y = (A + B)x'

The three eq uations provide the necessary informat ion for drawing the logic diagram of the
sequential circ uit. The symbol D" specifies a D flip-fl op labeled A. DB speci fies a seco nd D
flip-fl op labe led B. The Boo lean expressions assoc iated with these two variables and the ex
pression for output}' specify the combinational circui t part of the sequential circuit.

The flip-flop input equa tions constitute a convenient algebraic form for specifying the logic
diagram of a sequential circuit. They imply the type of ni p-flop from the letter symbol. and they
fully speci fy the combinational circuit that drives the flip-flops. Note that the expression for
the input equat ion for a D flip-flop is identical to the expression for the correspondin g state equa
tion. This is because of the characteristic equat ion that equates the next slate to the value of the
D input: Q(t + I ) = DQ•

Ana lysis with D Flip-Flops

We will summarize the procedure for analyzing a clocked sequential circuit with D flip-flops by
mean s of a simple example. The circuit we want to analyze is described by the input equation

The DA, symbol implies a D flip-flop with ourput A. The .r and y vari ables are the inputs to the
circuit. No output equations are given, which implies that the output comes from the o utput of
the flip-flop. The logic diagram is obtained from the input equa tion and is dra.....n in Fig. 5.17(a).

The state tab le has one column for the present state of flip-flop A. two columns for the two in
puts, and one column for the next state of A. The binary numbers under At)' are listed from 000
through I II as shown in Fig. 5.17(b). The next-state values are obtained from the state equation

A( l + I) = A$xEl:ly
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Present Next
state Inputs state

A , y A

0 o 0 0
0 o 1 1

.r D_:._, A 0 1 0 1
y 0 1 1 0

1 o 0 1
1 o 1 0
1 1 0 0

Clock
1 1 1 1

(a) Circuit diagram (b) State table

01.10

01,10

(c) State diagram

00. 11

FIGURE S.17
Sequential circuit with D flip-flop

The expression specifies an odd function and is equal to 1 when only one variable is I or when
all three variables are 1. This is indicated in the column for the next state of A.

The circuit has one flip-flop and two states. The state diagram consists of two circles, one
for each state as shown in Fig. 5.17(cl . The present state and the output can be either 0 or I, as
indicated by the number inside the circles. A slash on the directed lines is not needed, because
there is no output from a combinational circuit. The two inputs can have four possible combi
nations for each state. Two input combinations during each state transition are separated by a
comma to simplify the notation.

Ana lysis with JK Flip-Flops

A state table consis ts of four sect ions: present state, input s. next state, and outputs. The
first two are obtained by listing all binary combinations. The output sectio n is determined
from the output equations. The next-state values are evaluated from the state equations. For
a D-type flip-flop, the state equation is the same as the input equation. When a flip-flop other
than the D type is used, such as lK or T, it is necess ary to refer to the corresponding char
acteristic table or characteristic equation 10obtain the next-state values. We will illustrate
the procedure first by using the characteristic table and again by using the characteristic
equation.
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TIlenext-stale values of a sequentia l circuirtbat usesJK- or T-ty~ flip-f lops can bederived
as follows:

I . Determine the flip-l1op input equations in terms of the present state and input variables.

2. Li..t the binary values of each input equalion.

J. Use the corresponding flip-flop characteristic table to determine the next- state values in
the slate table .

As an example. consider the sequential circuit with two JK flip-flops A and B and one input
x, as shown in Fig. 5 .18. The circuit has no outputs; therefore . the state table doe s not need an
output co lumn. (The outputs of the flip-flops may he co nsidered as the outpu ts in this case.)
The circ uit can be spec ified by the nip-flop input eq uations

JA = B KA = Bx'

JB = x ' KB = A'x + Ax ' = A $ x

The state table of the sequential circui t is shown in Table 5.4. The present -state and input
co lumns list the eight binary co mbinations . The binary values listed under thecolumns labeled
flip-flop inputs are nor part of the slate table, but they are needed for the purpo-.e of evaluating
the next sla te as spec ified in step 2 of the procedu re . These binary: values are obtain ed di
rect ly from the four input eq uations in a manner similar 10 that for obtaining a U11th tab le
from a Boolean express ion. The next slate of each Ilip-flop is evaluated from the co rrespon
ding J and K inputs and the charac teris tic table of the JK llip- l1op listed in Table 5.1. There
are fou r cases to co nside r, Wh en J = I and K = O. the next state is I. When J = 0 and

,

J

C/4

J K

•
J

Clk

K
.~

B

Clock

FIGURE 5.18
. S~uentla l circuit with JK flip- flop
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Table S.4
State Table for Sequential Circuit with JK Fllp.Flops

Presen t Next Flip-Flop
State Inpu t Stat e Inputs

A • x A B t, K, /, K,

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

K = I. the next slate is O. When 1 = K = O. there is no change of state and the next-slate
value is the same as that of the present state. When 1 = K = I, the next-state bit is the com
plement of the present-state bit. Examples of the last two cases occur in the table when the
present state AB is 10 and input .r is O. lA and KA are both equal to 0 and the present state of
A is I. Therefore , the next state of A remains the same and is equal 10 1. In the same row of
the table, lB and KB are both equal 10 I. Since the present state of B is O. the next state of B
is complemented and changes to I.

The next-state values can also be obtained by evaluating the state equations from the char
acteristic equation. This is done by using the following procedure :

I. Determine the flip-flop input equations in terms of the present state and input variables.

2. Substitute the input equations into the flip-flop characteristic equation 10obtain the state
equat ions.

3. Use the corresponding state equations to determine the next-state values in the slate table.

The input equations for the two lK flip-flops of Fig. 5.18 were listed a couple of paragraphs
ago. The characteristic equations for the flip-flops are obtained by substituting A or B for the
name of the flip-flop. instead of Q :

A (t + I) = l A ' + K ' A

B(I + 1) = JB ' + K 'B

Substituting the values of l Aand KA frum the input equations. we obtain the state equation for A:

A (t + I) = BA ' + (Bx ' )' A = A'B + AB' + Ax

The state equa tion provides the bit values for the column headed "Next Stale" for A in the state
table. Similarly. the stare equation for flip-flop B can be derived from the characteristic equa
tion by substituting the values of Je and K B :

B(t + I) = x ' B' + (A EIl x )' B = B'x ' + ABx + A 'B x '
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so i;ii

o

fiGURE 5.19
State diagram of the circuit of Fig . 5.18

o

o

11 S3

o

10 S2

The state equation provides the bit values for the column headed "Next State" for B in the state
table. Note that the co lumns in Table 5.4 headed "Flip-Flop Inputs" are not needed .... hen state
equ ations are used .

The state diagram of the seq uential circu it is show n in Fig. 5. 19. Note that since the circuit
has no outputs, the directed lines out of the circles are marked with one binary number on ly.
to designate the value of input.r.

Analysis With T Flip-Flops

The analysis of a sequential circuit with T flip- na ps follows the same procedure outlined for
JK ni p-flops. The next-state values in the state table can beobtained by using either the char
acteristic table listed in Table 5.1 or the characteri stic equation

Qr, + I) ~ T EIlQ = T'Q + TQ'

Now consider the sequential circuit shown in Fig. 5.20. It has two ni p-flops A and B. one input
.r, and one output y and can be described algebraically by two input equations and an output
equation:

TA :::: Bx

To :::: x

r> A8

The state table for the circuit is listed in Table 5.5. The values for y are obtained from the out
put equ ation. The values for the next state can be de rived from the state eq uations by substi
tuting TA and TB in the characteristic equat ions. yielding

A(t + I ) :::: ( B.t )' A + (Bx)A' :::: AB' + Ax ' + A' Bx

B(, + I ) = x Ell B
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(a) Circuit diagram

FIGURE 5.20
Sequential circuit with Tflip -f1ops

(b) State diagram

The next-state values for A and B in the state table are obtained from the expressions of the two
state equa tions.

The state diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 5.20(b). As long as input x is equal 10 I,
the circuit behaves as a binary counter with a sequence of states 00, 0 1, 10, I I , and back to 00.

Tabl e 5.5
State Table for Sequential Circuit with TFlip-Flops

Present Next
State Input State Output

A B x A B Y

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 I 0 0
I 0 I I I 0
I I 0 I I I
I I I 0 0 I
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When .r ;: O. the circuit remains in the same state . Output y is equal 10 I when the prese nt
state is I I. Here. the output depends on the present Mate only and is independent of the input.
The two values inside each c ircle and separa ted by a ..lash are for the present state andoutput.

Mea ly and Moore Models of Finite State Machines

The most general model of a seque ntial circuit has inputs. outputs. and intemal states . It is cus
te rnary 10 distinguish between (WO models of seque ntial circuits: the Mealy model and the
Moore model. Both are shown in Figure 5.21. The y differ only in !he way the output is gener
ated . In the Mealy model . the output is a funct ion ef both the present stare and the input . In the
Moore model. the output i", a function of only the present state. A circuit may have both t)pe'
of outputs. The two models of a sequential circuit are co mmonly referred 10 as. a finite state ma
chine. abb reviated FS~t. The Mealy model of a sequential c ircuit is referred 10 as a Mealy
FSM or Mealy machine. The Moure mode l is referred 10as a Moore FSM or Moore machine.

An example of a Mealy model is given in Fig, 5.15. Output )' is a function of both inputr
and the present slate of A and 8 . The corres ponding state d iagram in Fig. 5.16 shows both the
input and outpu t values. separated by a slash along the directed lines between the states.

An exa mple of a Moo re model is given in Fig. 5.18. Here. the output is a function of the pres
ent state only, The corresponding state diagram in Fig. 5. 19 has only inputs marked along the
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fiGURE 5.21
Block dia grams of Mealy and Moore state machines
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directed lines. The outputs are the flip-flop states marked inside the circles. Another example
of a Moore model is the sequential circuit of Fig. 5.20. The output depends only on flip-flop
values, and that makes it a function of the present state only. The input value in the state dia
gram is labeled along the directed line, but the output value is indicated inside the circle together
with the present slate.

In a Moore model. the outputs of the sequential circuit are synchronized with the clock, be
cause they depend only on fl ip-flop outputs that are synchro nized with the clock. In a Mealy
model, the outputs may change if the inputs change during the clock cycle. Moreover, the out
puts may have momentary false values because of the delay encountered from the time that the
inputs change and the time that the flip-flop outputs change. In order to synchronize a Mealy
type circuit , the inputs of the sequential circuit must be synchronized with the clock and the
outputs musl be sampled immediately before the clock edge. The inputs are changed ar the in
active edge of the clock to ensure that the inputs to the flip-flops stabilize before the active edge
of the clock occurs. Thus, the output of the Mealy machine is the value that is present imme
diately before the active edge of the clock.

5 . 6 SYNTHESIZABLE HDL MODELS
OF SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

The Verilog hardware description language lHDL) was introduced in Section 3.10. Combina
tional circuits were described in Section 4. 12, and behavioral modeling with Verilog was in
troduced in that section as well. Behavioral mode ls are abstract represe ntat ions of the
functionality of digital hardware. Designers write behavioral models to quickly describe how
a circuit is to operate, without having 10 first specify its hardware. In this section, we continue
the discussion of behavioral modeling and present description and examples of fl ip-flops and
sequential circuits in preparatio n for modeling more comp lex circuits.

Behavioral Modeling
There are IWo kinds of abstract behaviors in the Verilog HDL. Behavior declared by the key
word initia l is called single-pass behavior and specifies a single statement or a block statement
(i.e.. a list of statements enclosed by either a begin ... end or a fork .. . join keyword pair).
A single-pass behavior expires after the associated statement executes . In practice, designers
use single-pass behavior primarily 10 prescribe stimulus signals in a test bench-never to model
the behavior of a circuit-because synthesis tools do not accept descriptions that use the initia l
statement. The always keyword declares a cyclic behavior. Both types of behaviors begin ex
ecuting ....-hen the simulator launches at time 1 ;;: O. The initial behavior expires after its state
ment executes; the a lways behavior executes and reexecutes indefinitely, until the simulation
is stopped . A module may contain an arbitrary number of initi al or a lways behavioral state
ments. They exec ute concurrently with respect to each other starting urtime 0 and may inter
act through com mon variables. Here 's a word description of how an always statement works
for a simple model of a D fli p-flop: Whenever the rising edge of the clock occurs. if the reset
input is asserted. the output q gels 0; otherwise the output Q gets the value of the input D. The
execution of statements triggered by the clock is repeated until the simulation ends. We'll see
shortly how 10 write this description in Verilog.
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An initial behavioral statement exec utes only once. II begins its execution at the start of sim
ulation and expires after all of its statements have completed execution . As mentioned at the
end of Section 4.12, the initi al statement is useful for generating input signals to simulate a de
sign. In simulating a sequential circ uit, it is necessary to generate a clock source for trigge ring
the flip-flops. The following are two possible ways to provide a free-running clock that oper
ates for a specified number of cycles :

Initial
beg in
clock = l 'bO;

end

Initia l
begin
clock = 1'bO;
repeat (3D)

#10 clock = - ctccs:
end Initial 300 $finls h;

always #10 clock = -clock;

In the first version, the initi al block contains two statements enclosed within the begin and end
keywords. The first statement sets dock to 0 at time = O. The second statement specifies a loop
that reexecutes 30 times to wait 10 time units and then complemem the value of clock. This pro
duces 15clock cycles, each with a cycle time of 20 lime units. In the second version. the first init
lal behavior has a single statement that sets clod to 0 at time = 0, and it then expires (causes
no further simulation activity). The second single-pass behavior declares a stopwatch for the sim
ulation. The system task fini sh causes the simulation to terminate unconditionally after 300
time units have elapsed. Because this behavior has only one statement associated with it, there
is no need to write the begin . . . end keyword pair. After 10 time units, the a lways statement
repeatedly complements dock, providing a clock generator having a cycle time of :!Olime units.
The three behavioral statements in the second example can bewritten in an)' order.

Here is another way to describe a free-running clock :

initial begin clock = 0; forever #10 clock = - ciock; end

This version. with lW O statements on one line. initializes the clock and then executes an in
definite loop (fore ver ) in which the clock is complemented afte r a delay of 10 time steps. Note
thai the single-pass behav ior never finishes exec uting and so does nOI expire. Another behav
ior would have to terminate the simulation.

The activity associated with either type of behavioral statement can be controlled by a delay
operator thai waits for a certain time or by an event control operator that waits for certain con
ditions to become true or for specified eve nrs (changes in signals) 10 occur. Time delays spec
ified with the # de lay control operator are commonly used in single-pass behaviors. The delay
control operat or suspends execution of statements until a specified time has elapsed. We ' ve al
ready seen examples of its use to specify signals in a test bench. Another operator. @. is called
the event cont rol opera lOr and is used 10 suspend activity until an event occurs . An event can
be an unconditional change in a signal value (e.g.• @A) ora specified transition ofa signal value
(e.g.• @ (posedge clock» , The general form of this type of statement is

always @ (event control expresston) begin
/I Procedural assignment s ta tements that execute when the cond ition is met

end
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The event control expression specifies the condition thai must occur to launch execution of the
procedura l assignment stateme nts. The variables in the left-hand side of the procedural state
ments must be of the reg data type and must be declared as such. The right-hand side can be
any express ion that produces a value using Verilog-defined opera tors.

The event co ntrol express ion (also called the sensitivity list) specifies the events that must
occur [0 initiate execution of the procedural statements assoc iated with the alway s block. State
ments within the block execute sequentially from top to bottom. Afte r the last stateme nt exe
cutes. the behavio r waits for the event control expression to be satisfied. Then the statements
are executed again. The sensitivity list can specify level-sensitive events, edge-sensitive events,
or a com bination of the two . In practice, designers do not make use of the third opt ion. because
this third form is not one that synthesis tools are able to translate into physical hardware. Level
sensitive events occur in comb inationa l circ uits and in latches. For example, the stateme nt

always @ (A or B or C)

will initiate execution of the procedural statements in the assoc iated a lways block if a change
occurs in A, B, or C. In synchrono us sequent ial circu its, changes in flip-flops occur only in re
sponse to a transition of a cloc k pulse. The transi tion may be either a positive edge or a nega
tive edge of the cloc k. but not both . Verilog HDL takes care of these conditions by prov iding
two keywords: posed ge and neg edgc. For example, the expression

always@(posedge clock or negedge reset) 1/Verilog 1995

will initiate execution of the assoc iated procedural stateme nts only if the clock goes through a
positive transition or if reset goes thro ugh a negative transition. The 200 1 and 2005 revisio ns
10 the Verilog language allow a comma -separated list for the event control express ion (or sen
sitivity list):

always @(posedge clock, negedge reset) 1/Verilog 2001, 2005

A procedural assign ment is an assignment of a logic value to a variable within an initial or
81",8)'s stateme nt. Thi s is in contrast 10 a cont inuous assignment discussed in Section 4.1 2
with dataflow modeli ng. A contin uous assignment has an implicit level-sensitive sensit ivity list
consisting of all of the variables on the right-hand side of its assignment statement. The updating
of a continuous ass ignment is triggered whenever an event occ urs in a variable listed on the
right-hand side of its expression. In contrast, a procedural assign ment is made only when an
assig nment statement is execu ted within a behavio ral stateme nt. For example, the clock sig
nal in the preceding example was complemented only when the statement clock = -rctock
exec uted; the statement did not exec ute until 10 time units after the simulation began . It is im
porta nt to remember that a variable having type reg remains unchanged until a procedural as
sign ment is made to give it a new value.

There are two kinds of procedural assignmen ts: blocking and nonblocking, The two are
d isting uishe d by the symbols that they use. Blocking assignments use the symbol (=) as
the assignme nt operator, and nonblockin g assignm ents use « =) as the operato r. Blockin g
ass ignment sta tements are exec uted seq ue ntially in the order they are listed in a block of
state ments. No nblocking assig nments are execu ted co ncurrently by evaluating the set of
ex pressions on the right-ha nd side of the Jist of statements; they do not mak e ass ignments
to thei r left -han d sides until all of the expressio ns are evaluated. Th e two types of
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ass ignments ma y be better unders tood by means of an illustra tion . Co nsider the se IWO pro
cedural blocking assign me nts:

8 = A
C = B +1

The firs! stateme nt transfers A into B. The seco nd statement increments the value o f 8 and
transfers the new value to C. At the completion of the assignme nts. C contains the value of
A +1.

Now consider the IWO statements as nonblock ing assignments :

B <= A
C <= B + 1

When the state ments are e xecuted, the express ions on the right-hand side are evaluat ed and
stored in a temporary location. The value of A is kept in one storage location and the val ue of
B + I in another. After aU the express ions in the block are evaluated and stored. the ass ign
ment to the targets on the left-ha nd side is made. In this case, C will contain the orig inal value
of B. plus 1.A general rule is to use block ing ass ignments when sequential ordering is imper
ative and in cycl ic beha vior that is level sensitive (i.e., in combinational logic ). U!iC nonblockin g
ass ignments when mod eling concurre nt execution (e.g.. edge-sensitive behavior such as syn
chronous. co ncurrent reg ister transfers ) and when mod eling latched behavior. Nonblocking as
signments are imperative in dealing with register transfer level design . as shown in Chapter 8.
They model the concurrent ope ratio ns of physical hardware synchronized by a comm on clock .
Tcd ay's designers are expected to know what features o f an HDL are useful in a practical way
and how to avoid feat ures that are not. Following these rules will pre vent condi tion s that lead
synthes is too ls astray and create mismatches between the behavior o f a model and the behav
ior of physical hardw are that is produced by a synthes is tool.

Flip-Flops and Latches

HOL Examples 5. 1 through 5.4 show descrip tions o f vario us flip-flops and a D latch. The D
latch is transparent and responds to a change in data input wit h a change in out put . as long as
the enable input is asserted. The mod ule description of a D latch is shown in HDL Examp le 5. 1.
It has two inputs . [) and enable , and one output Q. Since Q is evaluated in a procedu ral stale
rnenr. it must be declared as reg type . Latches respond to input signallevels . so the two inp uts
are listed without edge q ualifiers in the event enable expression following the @ symbol in the
alw ays statement. There is only one block ing procedu ral assig nment statement . and it speci fies
the transfer of input D to output Q if enable is true (log ic I). Note that this statement is exe
cuted every time there is a change in D if enable is I.

A V-type flip-flop is the simplest example o f a sequential machine . HOL Exampl e 5.2 de
scribes two pos itive-edge D flip-flops in two modules. The first responds only to the cloc k: the
second includes an asynchronous reset input. Output Q must be dec lared as a reg data type in
addition to being listed as an output. Th is is because it is a target output in a procedural assign
ment statement. The keyword posedge ensures that the transfer of input D into Q is synchro nized
by the positive-edge transition of e lk. A change in D at any othe r time does not change Q.
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HDL Example 5. 1

/I Description of 0 latch (See Fig. 5.6)
module DJ atch (a, 0 , enable);
outputa;
Input 0 , enable;
reg a;
always @ (enable or D)

If (enable) a <= 0; /I Same as: If (enable == 1)
endmodule

/I Alternative syntax (Verilog 2001, 2005)
module DJ atch (output reg a, input enable, D):
always @ (enable, D)

If (enable) a <= 0 : /I No action if enable not asserted
endmodule

HOI. Examp le 5.2

/I 0 flip-flop without reset
module DJ F (a, 0 , Clk);
output Q;
input 0 , Clk;
reg Q;
always @(posedge Clk)

Q <= 0 :
endmodule

/I 0 flip-flop with asynchronous reset (V2001, V2005)
module OFF (output reg a, inp ut 0 , Clk, rst) :
alway s @ (posedge Clk, negedge rst)
If (-r5t) a <= 1'bO; /I Same as: If (ret == 0)

else a <= 0 ;
endmodule

The second module includes an asynchronous reset input in addi tion to the synchronous
clock. A specific form of an if statement is used to describe such a flip-flop so that the model
can be synthesized by a software tool. The event expression after the @ symbol in the alway s
statement may have any number of edge events. either posed ge or negedge. For modeling hard
ware, one of the events must be a clock event. The remaining events specify conditions under
which asynchronous logic is to be executed. The designer knows which signal is the clock, but
clock is nOI an identifier that software tools automa tically recognize as the synchronizing sig
nal of a circuit. The 1001must beable to infer which signal is the clock , so you need to write the
description in a way that enables the tool to infer the clock correctly. The rules are simple to fol
low: (I ) Each if or else If statement in the procedural assignment statements is to correspond to
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an asynchron ous event. (2 ) the last else statement corresponds 10 the clock event. and (3 ) the
asynch ro nou s events arc tested first. There are two edge events in the second module of HDL
Example 5.2. The negedge rsr (reset ) event is asy nchronou s. s ince it ma tche s the If ( ..... rst}
sraremenz. As long as rst is 0, Q is cleared to O. If elk has a posi tive transition. its effect is
blocked . Only if rs t = I can the posedge clock event synchronously transfer D into Q.

Hard ware always has a reset signa l. II is strongly reco mmended that all model s of edge
se nsitive behavior include a reset (o r preset) input sig nal; otherwi se, the initial Slate o f the ni p
flops of the seq uential circuit cannot be determin ed. A seq uential circuit cannot be rested with
HDL simulation unless an initial stale can be assigned with an input signal.

HDL Example 5.3 describe s the construction of a T or lK flip-fl op from a D flip -flop and
gates. The ci rcuit is descri bed wi th the characteristic equa tion s of the flip-fl ops:

Q(I + I) = Q$T

Q(I + I) = JQ' + K 'Q

for a T ni p-flop

for a 1K flip-flop

The first module. TFF, desc ribes a T flip-flop by instantiati ng DFF. (Instantiation is ex plained
in Sect ion 4.12.) The declared wtre, DT, is assigned the exclusive-O R of Q and T, as is required
for building a T flip-flop with a D flip-flop. The instanti ation with the value of DT replacing D
in module DFF produccs the required Tflip-flop. The lK flip-flop is spec ified in a similar man
ner by using its charac teristic equation to define a replacement for D in the instantiated DFF.

HDL Example 5.3

II T flip-flop from D flip-flop and gates
module TFF (0 , T, Clk, rsl );
output 0 :
input T, Clk, rst;
wire DT;
assign DT= 0 '"T ; 1/Continuous assignment

II Instantiate the 0 flip-flop
OFF TF1 (a, DT, en, rst):

endmodule

/I JK flip-flop from D flip-flop and gates (V2oo1. 2005)
mod ule JKFF (output reg 0 , Input J, K. Clk, rst);
wIre JK:
as sIg n JK = (J & -0) I (- K & 0 ):

/I Instantiate D flip-flop
DFF JK1 (a . J, K, Clk. rst);

endmodule

/I D flip-flop (V2001. V2OO5)

module DFF (output reg 0 , input D, Clk, rsl );
alwa ys @ (posedge Clk, negedge rst)

if (- rst) 0 <= 1'bo ;
else 0 <= D;

endmceute
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HO L Example 5.4 shows another way to describe a JK flip-flop. Here, we choose to describe
the flip-flop by using the characteris tic table rather than the characteristic equation. The case
mult iway branch condition checks the two-bit number obtained by concatenating the bits ofJ
and K. The case expression ( {J, K } ) is evaluated and co mpared with the values in the list of
statements that follows. The first value that mat ches the true condition is executed . Since the
conca tenation of J and K produces a two-bi t number, it can be equal to 00. 0 1. 10 , or 11. The
first bit gives the value o f J and the second the value of K. T he four possible con dit ions spec 
ify the value of the next state of Qafte r the applica tion of a po sitive-edge dock.

1101. Exa mple 5.4

/I Functional description of JK flip-flop (V2001, 2005)
module JKJF (input J, K, Clk, output reg Q, output Q_b);

assign O_b=- 0 ;
always @ (posedge Clk)

case ({J,K})
2'bOO: Q <= Q;
2'b0 1: Q <= 1'bO;
2'b10:Q <= 1'b1:
2'b11: Q <= - Q;

••«nooo
endmodule

State Diagram

An HOL mod el of the operation of a sequential circuit can be based o n the formal of the c ir
cu it' s stale diagram . A Mealy HO L model is. presen ted in HO L Exa mple 5.5 for the state ma
chine described by the state diagram shown in Figure 5.16. The input, output, clock . and reset
are declared in the usual manner. T he sta te of the Ilip-flops is declared with identi fier s state and
neXCSlafe. T hese variable s hold the val ues of the present stale and the next value of the se
que ntial circuit. The state's binary ass ignment is done with a parameter statement. (Verilog
allows constan ts to be defined in a module by the keyword pera meter .) The four states SO
through 53 are ass igned binary au through 11. The notation S2 = 2'blO is preferable to the al
ternati ve 52 = 2. The former uses only two bits to store the constant. whereas the latter results
in a binary num ber with 32 (or 64 ) bits.

HDL Exa mple 5.5

state, next state:
SO = 2'bOO, S1 = 2'b01, S2 =2'b10, $3 =2'b11;

" Mealy FSM zero detector (See Fig. 5.16)
modul e MealLZero_Detector (
output reg y_out,
input x_in, clock, reset

);
reg [1: 01
parameter

Verilog 2001, 2005 syn tax
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always @ (pos&dge d ock, negedge reset) Verilog 2001, 2005 syntax
if (reset == 0) state <= $0 ;
else state <= next_state;

always @ (state. x_in) 1/Form the next state
case (state)
$ 0: if (x_in) next_Slate = $1 ; else next_slate = SO;
51 : if (xjn) next_slate = $3 ; else next_state = SO;
52 : if (- xJ n) nexCstate = 50 ; else next_state = 5 2;
$3 : if (xJ n) next_state = $2 ; else next_state = SO;

end easa

always @ (state. x_in)
case (state)

SO: Loul =0;
51 , $2 . $3 : L Out = - x_in;

end ease
endmodule

module t_MeaIL Zero_DetectOf;
wi re t_Lout;
reg c x_in, I_clock, C raset;

MealLZero_Detector MO (Cy_out, t_xj n, I_clock, t_reset);
Ini tia l #200 $fi nish;
Ini t ia l begin I_clock = 0; forever #5 t_clock = - c clock; end

Init ial fork
Cresel = 0;

#2 U eset = 1;
#87 C reset = 0;
#89 t_reset = 1;
#10 t_x_in = 1;
#30 t_x_in = 0;
#40 t_x_in = 1;
#50 t_x_in = 0;
#52 t_x_in = 1;
#54 t_x_in = 0;
#70 t_x_in = 1;
#80tx in= 1"- - '
#70 t_x_in = 0;
#90 t_x_in = 1;
#100 I_x_in = 0;
#120 I_x_in = 1;
#160 t_x_in = 0;
#170 t_x_in = 1;
jo in

endmodu le
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The Verilog mood in HDL Example 5.5 uses threea lways blocks that execute concurrently and
interact through common variables. The first always statement resets the circuit to the initial state
SO = 00 and specifies the synchronous clocked operation. The statement slate <= nexr.stat e
is executed only in response to a positive-edge transition of the d ock. This means that any change
in me value of nexCstate in the second a lways block can affect the value of state only as a result
of a posed ge event of clock. The second a lways block determines the value of the next state tran
sition a." a function of the present state and input. The value assigned to state by the nonblockin g
assignment is the value o f nexC.I"tale immediately before the rising edge of clock. Notice how the
multiway branch condition implements the state transitions spedlied by the annotated edges in me
state diagram of Fig. 5.16. The third always block specifies the output as a function of the pres
ent state and the input. Allhough this block is listed as a separate behavior for clarity, it could be
combined with the second block. Note that the value of output >,_oul may change if the value of
input x_in changes while the circuit is in any given state.

So lei' s summarize how the model describes the behavior of the machine: At every rising
edge of clock. if reset is not asserted, the state of the machine is updated by the first a lways
block ; when state is updated by the first a lways block. the change in state is detected by the
sensitivity list mechanism of the second a lways block; then the second al ways block upda tes
the value of next_state 01will be used by the first always block at the next tick of the clock);
the third al ways block also detects the change in state and updates the value of the output. In
addition. the second and third always blocks detect changes in x_ill and update nextstate and
Y_OUl accordingly. The test bench provided with Meal.v_u ro_DeleclOr provides some wave
forms to stimulate the model, producing the results shown in Fig. 5.22. Notice how t~'_f)lIt

voltd Mealy output

FIC'URE 5.22
Simulation output of Mealy_Zero_Detector

Mealy glilch
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responds to changes in both the state and the input and has a glitc h (a tran sient logic value).
The waveform descrip tion uses the fork ... join co nstruct. Sta tement.s within the fo rk ... joln
block exec ute in parallel, so the tim e del ays are re lative to a common reference of ' "" O. It is
usually more convenient 10 use the fork ... join block instead of the begin . .. end bloc k in
describing waveforms. The wa veform of reJet is triggered "on the fly" ro demonstrate that the
machine recovers from an unexpected reset conditio n during any state.

How doc s our Verilog mo del Mealy_Zero_Detector corre spond to hard ware ? The first
a lway s block corres ponds to a 0 flip -flop impleme ntation of the state register in Fig. 5 .11 : the
second ulu 'u."1l' block is the comblnanonul lcg jc block descri bing the next state: lilt" third alw ays
block describes the ou tput co mbinational logic of the zero-detecting Mealy machine. The reg
ister operation of the state transition uses the nonblocking assignmen t ope rator « "" ) because
the (edge-se ns itive ) flip -flops of a sequential machine are updated concurrently by a common
clock. T he second and third a lways block s de scribe combinational logic. which is level se nsi
tive, so they usc the blocking ( "") assignment operator. Their sensitivity lists include both the
state and the input because thei r logic must respond to a change in either or bot h of them.

Note: the model ing style illu strated by Meafy_Zero_Detector is co mmonly used by de
signers. Notice that the reset signal is associated with the firs t a lways block. It is modeled here
as an ac tive-low reset. By including the rese t in the mode l of the stare transition. there is no need
to include it in the combinational logic (hat specifies the nex t state and the o utput. producing
a simpler and more readable description.

The behavior of the Moore FSM having the state diagram shown in Fig. 5.19 can be modeled
by the Verilog desc ription in HDL Example 5.6. Thi s exam ple sho ws that it is poss ible to describe
the state transitions of a cloc ked sequential mac hine with only one 8 1" '8)'S block. The present state
of the circu it is identified by the variable state. The state transitions are triggered b)' the rising
edge of the clock according 10 the conditions listed in the case statements. The combinational
logic that implicit ly determines the next slate is included in the nonblocking assignmcnt to state .
In this examp le. the output of the circuit is indepe ndent of the input and is taken directly from the
outputs of the flip-flops. The two-bit output y_out is specified with a continuous (a,,<;i~nl statement
and is equal to the value of the prese nt state vector. Figure 5.23 shows some simulation results for
Moorej.todeC Fig_S-'9. Notice that the output of the Moore machine does not have gli tches.

HUL Example 5.6

stale ;
SO:: ZbOO, 5 1 :: 2'b01, S2 :: 2'b10 , S3 :: 2'b 11;

1/Moore mode l FSM (see Fig. 5.19 )
module Moore_Mode L Fig_5_ 19 (

o utput (1: OJ L out ,
input xJn, clock , reset

):
reg (1: OJ
param eter

always @ (po s e dge clock, negedge reset)
if (reset e e 0) sla te <= SO;
else case (state)

Ve rilog 2001 ,2005 syntax

II Initialize 10 state SO
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so: it l - xJ n) state <: 51: etee state <: sO',
5 1: it (x_in) stale <: 52; else s tate <: 53 ;
52: if (- xJn) stale <: 83 ; else stale <: 82;
83 : if (- x_in) stale <: SO; else stale <: 83:

endcase

I$sign Lout : stale ; 1/Output of flip-flops

e ndmod ule

0 .,

I_d oc k.

IJr....r

IJjll

Jrorr! I:O! 0 2 3 0 0 3

'_,'_oll/! I :O/ 0 2 3 0 0 ,

FIGUR£ 5 ,2)
Simulation out put of HDl Example 5.6

Structural Description of Clocked Sequential Circuits

Combinational logic ci rcuits can be described in Verilog by a connection of gates (primitives
and UDPs). by dataflow statements (cont inuous as..ignmems). or by level-sensitive cyclic be
haviors (alw ays blocks), Sequential circuits are composed of co mbinational logic and flip
flops, and their HDL mode ls use sequential UDPs and behavioral statement.. (edge-sensitive
cycl ic behaviors) 10describe the operation of flip-flops. One way 10 describe a sequentia l cir
cuit uses a combination of dataflow and behavioral statements. The flip-flops are described
with an always statement. The combi nat ional part can be described with assign stateme nts
and Boo lean equations, The separate modu les ca n be combined to fonn a structural mode l by
instant iation within a module.

The structural de script ion of a seq uential circuit is shown in HDL Example 5.7. We want
to encourage the reader to co nside r a lternative ways to mode l a circuit. so as a point of
co mpariso n. we first pre sent Moore_MudeC Fig_5_20. a Veri log be havioral description of
the machine hav ing the stale diagram show n in Fig . 5,20, Thi .. style of modeling is di rect.
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An alternative style . used in Moore_ModeC STR_Fig_5_20. is to represe nt the struc ture
shown in Fig. 5.20<a). This style uses two modules. The first describes the circu it of Fig. 5.20l a).
The second describes the T flip-nop that will be used by the circui t. We also sho w two ways
to model the T flip-flop. The first asserts tha r. ar every clock rick . the value of the ourput
o f the flip· flop togg les if the togg le inp ut is asserted. Th e second model describes the be
ha vior o f the toggle ffip-Ilop in tenus of its c harac teristic equ ation. Th e tim style is at 
tractive because it does not req uire the reader to re member the c haracte rist ic eq uatio n.
No nethele ss. the models are interchangea ble and will synthes ize to the same hard ware cir
cui t. A test bench module provides a stimulus for verifyi ng the functionalit y of the cir cuit.
Th e seq uent ia l circ uit is a two- bit bi nary co unte r co ntrolled by inp ut x_i ll. The output,
y_out, is enabled whe n the co unt reach es binary II . Fli p-flop s A and 8 are included as out
pu ts in order to c heck their ope ration. Th e flip-flop input equ ation s and the o utput equation
are evaluated with co ntinuous assignment (a ssip;n ) sta tements having the co rrespond ing
Boo lean express ions. The insta ntiated T flip-flop s usc TA and TB as defined by the inpu t
equations .

The second mod ule describes the T flip-flop . The reset inpu t reset s the flip-flop to 0 wi th
an active-low signal. The operation of the flip-nap is ..pccified by its character istic equatio n.
Q(I + I ) - QIIi T.

The test bench includes both models of the machine. The stimulus mod ule provide .. com 
mon inputs to the circuits to simultaneously display their OUtput responses. Th e first in itia l
block provid es eig ht clock cycle .. with a period of IOns. Th e seco nd ini tia l block specifies a
toggling of input x_ill that occurs at the negative edge tran sition of the clock . The result of the
simulation is shown in Fig. 5.24. The pair (A. B) goe s through the binary sequence 00. 0 1. 10.
I I, and back 1000 . The change in the count is triggered by a posit ive edge of the clock. pro
vided that x_i ll :: I. If xjll :: O. the count does not change. y_oll1 is equal to I when both A
and B are equa l to I. This verifie s the main functionality of the c ircuit. but not a reco very from
an unexpected reset event.

HIlI. Example5.7

/I State-diagram-based model (V2001, 2005)
module Moore_ModelJig_5_20 (
output L out,
Input x_in. clock, reset

):
reg [1: OJ state;
parameter 80 = 2'bOO. 81 = 2'b01.82 =2·b10. 83 = 2'b11;

always @ (posedge clock. negedge resell
If (reset == 0)state <= 80; II Initializetostate80
else case (state)
80: jf (x_in) stale <= 81; elsastale <= 80;
81: If (x_in) state <= 82; else state <= 81;
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52: if (xJ n) state <=S3: else stale <= 52:
53: if (x_in) slate<=SO; else state <=53;

endcase

assign L out= (stale == 53);
endmodule

If structural model

module Moore_Model_5TRJ iIL5_20(
output LOUt, A, B.
Input x_in. dock. reset

):
wIre TA, TB ;

II OlJlpUt of flip-flops

II Flip-flop input equations
assign TA = xJ n & B:
assign TB = xJn:

1/ Output equation
assign Lout = A &B;

1/ Instantiate Toggle flip-Ilops
Toggle_llip-'loP_3 M_A (A. TA. clock. resell :
Toggle)lip-"op_3 M_B (B.re.clock. reset):

endmodule

module Toggle_lIip) lop (0. T. ClK, R5T_bl;
output Q:

Input T, ClK. R5T_b:
reg 0 :

always@(posedge CLK. negedge RST_b)
if (RST_b ==0)a <= 1bO:
else if (T)a <= -o:

endmodule

/I Alternativemodel using Characteristic equation
1/ module Toggle_flip_flop (Q, T, CLK.RST_b):
1/ output Q:
If input T, CLK, RST_b;
1/ reg 0 ;

If always@(posedge CLK, negedgeRST)
If If (RST_b == 0) a <= 1'bO;
1/ else Q<= QA T;
If endmodule
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module tMoore_Fig_5_20;
wire 1""y_out_2,1....Y_out_l ;
reg tx-,n, tclock. U eset;

Moore_Model]i9-5_20
Moore_Modet STR_Fig_5_20

M1(1""y_OUU , I_x_in, U:tock. tJeset);
M2 (t y_out_2.A.B, '-)!,_in, U::lock. Uesel):

Initial #200 Sfinish;

initi al begin

U eset =0;
U:lock =0;
#5 Ueset =1;

repeat (16)
#5t_clock=~U:lock;

",
init ial begin

t_xjn =0;
#1 51_x_in = 1;
repeat (8)
#10 t x in = ~t x in'- - - - '

en'
endmodule

".'00ov, ~. ,

'_cloclt. ~

'-rtH I --'

I~j..

I..) '~<II"-'

(->,_olll..1

A

8

FIGURE 5.24
Simulation output of HDl Example 5.7
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5 .7 5TATE REDUCTION AND ASSIGNMENT

1be ana lysis of seq uential circuits starts fro m a circuit diagram and culminate s in a state table
or diagram . Thedesign (synthesis) of a seq uential circu it starts from a set of speci fica tions and
culminates in a logic diagram. Design procedures are presented in Section 5.8. Two sequen
tial ci rcu its may exhibi t the same input-output behavior. but have a different number of inte r
nal states in the ir state diagram . The curre nt sec tion discu..ses certain propertie s of sequential
circuits that may simplify a design by reducing the number o f gates and flip- flops it use... In
general . reducing the num ber of flip-flops reduces the co..t of a circuit.

State Reduction

T he red uct ion in the number of flip-fl op s in a seq uential ci rcuit is referred to as the stcre
reduction problem. State-redu ction algorit hms are concerned with proce dure s for reducin g the
number of states in a state table. while keeping the external input-output requi rements un
changed. Since III Flip-flops produ ce 2'" states. a red uction in the number of states may (or may
not) res ult in a redu ction in the number of flip-flops. An unpr edictable effect in reducing the
number of flip-flops is that sometimes the equivalent circ uit (with fewer flip-flops ) may require
more combinational gates.

We will illustrate the state-reduction procedure with an example. We start with a sequential
circuit whose speci fication is given in the state diagram of Fig . 5.25 . In our example. only the
input-output sequences are important: the internal stares are used mere ly to provide the re
quired seq uences. For that reason. the states marked inside the circ les are denoted by Jetter
symbols instead of the ir binary values . This is in contras t to a binary co unter. wherein the bi
nary val ue sequence of the sta res themselves is taken as the o utputs.

1/1

Flc;URE 5.25
State diagram
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There are an infinite numbe r of input sequences thai may beapplied to the ci rcuit: each re
sults in a unique output seq uence, As an example . co nsider the input sequence 01010110100
starting from the initial state a. Each input of 0 or I produces an output of 0 or I andcau ses
the circui t to go 10 the next stale. From the stare diagram. we obtain the ccrpn and..tate seqcence
for the given input sequence as follows: With the circuit in initial state a. an input o f 0 produces
an output of0 and the circuit remains in stal e a. with present sta te a and an input of I. the ocr
put is 0 and the next state is b. With present state b and an input of O. the ou tput h. 0 and the
next stare is c. Co ntinuing this process. we find the co mplete sequeoce to be as follows:

state
inpul
output

a
o
o

a
I
o

b
o
o

c
I
o

d
o
o

f
I
I

f
o
o

g
I
I

f
o
o

g
o
o

a

In eac h co lumn. we have the present state. input value. and output value. The next stale is wri t
len on la p of the next column. It is importa nt to real ize thai in this circuit the states themsel ves
are of secon dary importance. bec ause we are interested only in out put sequences caused by input
sequences.

Now let us assume that ..lie have found a sequential circu it whose stat e d iagram has fewe r
than seve n states. and ..uppose we wish 10 compare this circ uit with the circuit whose state di
agram is give n b)' Fig. 5.25. If identical input sequences are applied to the two circuits and iden
tical output s occ ur for all input sequences. then the two circui ts are said 10 be equ ivalent (as
far as the input-output is concerned) andone may be replaced by the otber.Tbe problem of stale
reduction is to find ways of reducing the number of slates in a sequential circuit without alteri ng
the input -output rela tio nships .

We now proceed 10 reduce the number of states for thi s example. Firs t. we need the state
table: it is more con..cnicnt to apply procedures for state reduction with the use of a table rathe r
than a diagram. The ..tate table of thecircuit is listed in Table 5.6 andis obtained directly from
the slate d iagram.

The following algorithm for the state reduction of a completel y speci fied state table is given
here withou t proof: "Two states are said to beequivalen t if. for each member of the set of in
put s. they gi ..-c exactly the same ou tput and send the circuit either to the same state or 10 an

Table 5.6
Statt Tablt

Next State Output

Present State x = 0 x = 1 x = 0 x= 1

a a b 0 0
b c d 0 0
c a d 0 0
d , f 0 I, a f 0 I

f s f 0 I

s a f 0 I
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Table 5 .7
Rfiiudng the Stare Tobie

Nexl Sla t e Out put

Present St a t e x = 0 x = 1 K = 0 X = 1

, , b 0 0
b c d 0 0
r rr d 0 0
d e f 0 I, , f 0 I

f e f 0 I

equivalent state." When two states are equivalent. one of them can be removed without alter
ing the input-output relationships.

Now apply this algorithm to Table 5.6. Going through the state table. we look for two pres
ent states that go to the same next state and have the same output for both input combinations.
States g and e are two such stares: They both go to states a andf and have outputs of 0 and I
for .l = 0 and .r = I, respectively. Therefore. states g and e are equi valen t. and one of these
states can be removed. The procedure of removing a state and replacing it by its equivalent is
demonstrated in Table 5.7. The row with present state g is removed. and state g is replaced by
state e each time it occurs in the columns headed "Next State,"

Present statefnow has next states e andf and outputs 0 and I for .r = 0 and x = I , re
spectively. The same next states and outputs appear in the row with present state d. Therefore,
statesfand d are equivalent, and state j'can be removed and replaced by i/. The final reduced
table is shown in Table 5.8. The state diagram for the reduced table consists of only five states
and is shown in Fig. 5.26. This state diagram satisfies the original input-output specifications
and will produce the required output sequence for any given input sequence. The following list
derived from the state diagram of Fig. 5.26 is for the input sequence used previously (note that
the same output sequence results. although the state sequence is different):

sla te a a b c d e d d e d e a
input 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0
output 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Ta bl e 5.8
Reduced Stote Tobie

Next State Out p ut

Present State x =0 x = 1 x =0 x = 1

a a b 0 0
b c d 0 0
c a d 0 0
d , d 0 I
e a d 0 I
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0,0

•

0.0

I "t)

FIGURE 5.26
Reduced state diagram

In fact.this sequence is exactly the same as that obtained for Fig . 5.25 if we replace g by f' and
f by d.

Checking each pair of stares for equivalency can bedone systematically b)' mean s of a pro
cedure thai employs an implication tab le. which consists of squares. one for every suspected
pair of possible equivalent states. By jud icious use of the table. it is possible to determi ne all
pairs of equivalen t Slates in a state table.The use of the implicatio n table for reducing: the num
ber of stales in a state table is demonstrated in Sect ion 9.5.

The sequential circuit of this example was red uced from seven to five stat es . In general. re
ducing the number of Mates in a stale table ma y result in a circuit with less equiprrem, HQ\\"
ever. the fact that a state table has been reduced to fewe r slates does not guarantee a saving in
the number of flip- flops or the number o f gates.

State Assignment

In order 10 design a -eq uenual ci rcuit with physical compone nts. it is necessary 10 assign unique
coded binary \'aIUl•.~ 10 the slates. For a circ uit with m slates. the codes must con tain n bits. ....here
2" <:! m. For example......ith three bits, it is possible to a..sign codes 10 e ight states. denoted by
binary numbers 000 through Ill . If the state table of Tab le 5.6 is used . we must assign binary
values to seven states : the remaining state is unused . If the state table of Table 5,8 is used . only
five stares need binary assignment, and we are left with three unused states. Unused slates are
treated as don't -care condiuons during the design . Since don't-care conditions u..ually help in
obtaining a simpler circuit, it is more likely that the circ uit with five Slates will req uire fewer
combinationa l gates than the one with seven states.

The simplest way to code five states is to use the first five integers in binary counting order,
as shown in the fiN assignme nt of Table 5.9. An other similar assignmen t is the Gray code
shown in assignrreru2. Here. onl y one bit in the code group changes when going from one num
ber to the next. This code makes it eas ier for the Boolean functions 10 be placed in the map for
simplifica tion . Another possible assignment o ften used in the design of Slate machines to con
trol data-path units is the one-hot assignment. Th is configuration uses as many bits as there are
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Table 5 .9
Three Possible Binory 5tate Assignments

Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3,
State Bina ry Gray Code One-Hot

" non (Xl(J ()()()() I

b 001 001 00010
c 010 011 00100
d 011 010 01000
e 100 11 0 I()()(()()

Table 5.10
Reduced 5ta te Table with Binary AJSignment J

Next State Output

Present State x = 0 x = 1 x = 0 x = 1

000 lXllJ 001 0 0
001 010 011 0 0
010 000 011 0 0
Oil 100 011 0 I
100 000 011 0 I

states in the circuit. At any given time. only one bit is equal to I while all others are kept at O.
This type of assignment uses one flip-flop per state. which is not an issue for register-rich field
programmable gale arrays. (See Chapter 7,) One-hot encod ing usually leads to simpler de
coding logic for the next state and output. One-hot machines can he faster than machines with
sequential binary encoding. and the silicon area required by the extra flip-flops can be offset
by the area saved by using simpler decoding logic. This trade-off is not guaranteed. so it must
beeval uated for a given design.

Table 5.10 is the reduced state table with binary assignment 1substituted for the leiter sym
bols of the states. A diffe rent assignment will result in a state table with different binary val
ues for the states. The binary form of the state table is used \0 der ive the next-state and
output-forming combinational logic part of the sequential circuit. The complexity of the com
binational circuit depends on the binary state assignment chosen.

Sometimes, the name transition table is used for a stare table with a binary assignment.
This convention distinguishes it from a state table with symbolic names for the states. In this
book. we usc the same name for both types of stale tables.

5 . 8 DESIGN PROCEDUR E

Design procedures or methodologies specify hardware that will implement a des ired behavior.
The design effort for small circu its may be manual. but industry relies on automated synthesis
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tool s for designing massive Integrated circuits. The building block used by !>ymhc!>i!> tool .. is
the D flip -flop. Together with additional logic. it can tmple memthe behavior of JK and Tflip
flops . In fact . desig ners generally do not concern themselves with the type of flip-flop: ramer.
their focus is on correctly describing the sequential functionality Ihat is to be implemented by
the synthesis tool , Here we will illus trat e manu al methods using D. JK. and T flip-flops,

The design of a clocked sequential circ uit starts from a set of specifications and culminate..
in a logic diagram or a list of Boolean functi ons from which the logic diagram can beobtained.
In contrast to a com binat ional circu it. .....hich is fully ..pecified b)' a truth table. a sequential cir
cu it requ ires a stare table for its specifica tion. The first step in the design of sequential circuits
is to obtain a state tab le or an equ ivalent rep resentat ion. such as a Slate diagram.

A synchronous ..equential circ uit is made up of flip-flops and combinational gate.... Thede
sign of the ci rcuit consists of choosing the flip-flops and then finding a combinational gate struc
ture mat. together with the flip-flops. produces a circuit wh ich fulfills the staled specification...
The number of Fl ip-flo ps is determ ined from the number o f states needed in the circ uit. The
combinational circuit is derived from the state table by evaluating the flip-flop input equations
and output equations. In fact. once the type and number of flip-flops are determ ined. the design
process involves a transformation from a sequential circ uit prob lem into a combinational circuit
problem. In this way. the techniques of combinational circ uit design can be app lied .

Th e procedure for design ing synchro nous sequential circu its can be summarized by a Ii ..t of
recom mended steps ;

I. From the word description and specifications of the desired operation . derive a stale
diagram for the circui t.

2. Reduce the number of states if nece ssary.

3. Ass ign binary values to the states.

4. Obtain the binary-coded Slate table .

S. Choose the type of flip-fl ops to be used .

6. Derive the simpli fied flip-flop input equations and output equations.

7. Draw the logic d iagram.

The .....ord spcc tncn ion of the circ uit behavior usually assumes that the reader is familiar ..... ith
digital logic terminology. It is necessary that the des igner use intu itio n and experience to ar
rive at the correct interp retation of the circuit spec ificat ion". because word description s may
be incomplete and inexact. On ce such a speci fication has been set down and the state diagram
obtuined. it i... j:>().s.s ibJe /0 use knownsynthesis proCt'(1ure.s ro complele the design. Although there
are formal proce dures for state red uctio n and assignm e nt (steps 2 and Sj. tbey are seldom used
by experienced designers. Steps 4 through 7 in the design can be imp lemented by exac t algo
rithms and therefore can be automated. Th e pan of the design that follows a well-defined pro
cedure is refe rred [ 0 as synthesis. Designers using logic synthes is tool s (software) can follow
a simplified proce ss that develops an HDL description directly from a state diagram.Jett ing the
synthesi s 1001 determine the circuit elements and structure that implement the de scription .

11)e first step is a critical pan of the process. because succeeding steps depe nd on it. We
..... iII give one simple exa mple to demonstra te how a stale diagram is obtained from a .... ord
specification.
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FIGURE 5 .27
State diagram for sequence detector

Suppose we wish to des ign a circuit that detects a sequence of three or more consecut ive l 's
in a string of bits coming through an input line (i.e .. the input is a serial bit stream) . The state
diagram for this type of circuit is shown in Fig . 05 .27. It is derived by starting with state So. the
rese t state. If the input is O. the circ uit stays in So. but if the input is I . il goes 10 state 51 to in
dicate that a I was detected. If the next input is I, the change is to state S2 to indicate the ar
rival of two consecuti ve t 's, bUI if the inpu t is 0, the ...tale goes back to So. The third consec utive
I send s the circuit to stare 53' If more I 's are detected , the circuit stays in 5J• Any 0 input sends
the circuit back to So- In this way. the circuit stays in 53as long as there are three or more con
sec urive 1'5 recei ved. Thi s is a Moore model sequential circuit , since the output i ... I when the
circuit is in state 53 and is 0 otherwise.

Synth~sls Using 0 Flip-Flops

Once the stare diagram bas been derived, the rest o f the design fo llo ws a straig htforward syn
thesis procedure. In fact, we can design the circu it by using an HIJL descriplion of the state di
agra m and the proJX'r HOL synthesis 1001..10 obtain a synthe..ized netlist . (The Hp l. descnprion
of the state diagram will be similar to HOL Examp le 5 .6 in Section 5.6.) To design the circu it
by hand. we need to assign binary codes 10 the slates and list the state table. Thi s is done in
Table 05 .1 I. The table is derived from the Stale diagram of Fig. 5 .27 with a sequential binary as
signment. We choose two D flip- flops 10represent the four states, and we labe l their outputs
A and B. There is o ne input .r and one output j- , The charac teris tic equation of the D fl ip-flop
is Q(t + I ) = DQ, which mea ns that the next-state values in the state table specify the lJ input
condition for the flip-flop. The flip-flop input equat ions can be obtained directly from the next
state columns of A and B and expressed in sum-of-minle rms form as

A(, + I) = D,(A. B. x ) = ~ ( J . 5. 7 )

B(/ · 1) = D. (A. B. x ) = ~(1.5. 7)

y(A. B. .r] = ~(6. 7)
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Table 5 .11
Stot~ Tab~ for SeqlRnu Dtr«tOf

Present Next
State Input State Output

A • • A • r
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 I 0
0 , 0 0 0 0
0 , I , 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 I I I 0
I , 0 0 0 ,
I , I I I ,

where A and B are the present -state values of fiip-flops A and B. x is the input. and DA and D B

are the inpu t equations. Th e mintenns for output y arc obtained from the output column in the
state tab le .

The Boolean equatio ns are simplified by means of the maps plotted in Fig , 5 .28. The sim
pl ified equ ation s are

DA = Ax + Bx

D8 =Ax +B'x

Y = A B

TIle advantage of designing with D flip-flops is thai the Boolean equations.describing the in
puis to the flip-flops can beobtained directly from the stale table . Software tools automatically
infer and se lect the f)-type flip-flop from a properly written HOL model. The schematic of the
sequential circuit is drawn in Fig. 5.29.
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Maps for sequence detector
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FIGURE 5.29
logic diagram of sequence detector

Excitation Tables

The design of a sequential circuit with flip-flops other than the D type is complicated by the
fact that the input equations for the circuit must be derived indirectly from the state table. When
D-type flip-flops are employed, the input equations are obtained directly from the next state.
This is not the case for the JK and T types of tli p-l1ops. In order to determine the input equa
tions for the,e flip-flops, it is necessary to derive a functional relationship between the state table
and the input equations.

The flip-flop characteristic tables presented in Table 5. 1 provide the value of the next state
when the inputs and the present stale are known. These tables arc useful for analyzing se
quential circuits and for defining the operation of the flip-flops. During the design process, we
usually know the transition from the present state to the next state and wish to find the flip-flop
input conditions that will cause the required transition. For this reason, we need a table that lists
the required inputs for a given change of stale. Such a table is called an excitation table.

Table 5. 12 shows the excitation tables for the two flip-flops. Each table has a column for
the present slate Q(t), a column for the next state Q ( r + I ). and a column for each input to show
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Table 5.12
Flip-flop Excitation Tobles

Q(t) Q(l = 1) J « Q(l) Q(t = 1) ~
0 0 0 X 0 0 0
0 I I X 0 I I
I 0 X I I 0 I
I I X 0 I I 0

(a) JK (b) T

how the requ ired transition is achieved. There are fourpossible transitions from the present slate
to the next stare .The required input conditions for each of the four transitions are derived from
the information ava ilable in the characteristic table. The symbol X in the tables represent s a
do n'H are condition, which means that it does not matter whethe r the input is 1 or O.

The excitation table for the JK flip-tlop is shown in part (a). When both present "late and next
state are O. the J input must remain at 0 and the K input can beeither 0 or I. Similarly. ....hen both
present state and next state arc 1. the K input must remain at O. while the J input can be 0 or 1.
If the flip-flop is to have a transition from the O-state to the l- state, J must be equal to I. since
the J input sets the fl ip-flop. However. input K may beeither 0 or I. If K = O.the J = I con
dit ion sets the flip-flop as required ; if K = I and J = I. the flip-flop is complemented and
goes from the Ocstatc to the I-state as required . Therefore. the K input is marked with a don't 
care condition for the O-to- I transition. For a transition from the I-state to the O-state. we must
have K = I. since the K input clears the llip-flop. However. the J input may be either a or 1.
since J = ahas no effect and J = 1 together with K = 1 complements the flip-flop with a re
sultant transition from the l -state to the a -state .

The excitat ion table for the T flip-Ilop is shown in part (b). From the characte ri...tic table. we
find that when input T = I. the state of the flip-flop is complemented. and when T = O. the
state of the fl ip-flop remains unchanged. Therefore. when the state of the flip-flop must re
main the same. the requirement is that T = O. When the state of the flip-flop ha.. to becom
plemented. T must equal I .

Synthesis Using JK Flip-Flops

The manual synthesis proced ure for sequential circuits with JK flip-flops is the same as with
D flip-fl ops. except that the input equations must be evaluated from the present-state to the next
state transition derived from the excitation table . To illustrate the procedure. we will synthe
size the sequential circuit specified by Table 5.13. In addition to having columns for the present
state, input. and next state . as in a conventional state table. the table shows the nip-flop input
conditions from which the input equations are deri ved. The flip-flop inputs are derived from
the state table in conjunction with the exc itation table for the JK flip-nap. For example . in the
first row of Table 5.13. we have a transition for llip-flop A from 0 in the present state to 0 in
the next state . In Table 5.12. for the JK flip-flop. we find that a transition of states from pres
ent state a to next state 0 requires that input J be 0 and input K be a don't-care . So 0 and X are
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Table 5.1J
Srat~ Tabk and JKflip-Flop Inputs

Present Nellt
State Input State Fllp .Flop Inputs

A • • A • J• '. J. '.
0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 X
0 0 I 0 I 0 X I X
0 I 0 I 0 I X X I
0 I I 0 I 0 X X 0
I 0 0 I 0 X 0 0 X
I 0 I I I X 0 I X
I I 0 I I X 0 X 0
I I I 0 0 X I X I

entered in the first row under J,4 and K A, respecti vely. Since the first row also shows a transi
tion for flip-flop B from 0 in the present state to 0 in the next state, 0 and X arc inserted into
the first row under In and KB, respec tive ly, The seco nd row of the table shows a transition for
flip-flop B from 0 in the present state to I in the next slate. From the excitat ion table. we find
that a transition from 0 to I requires that J be I and K be a don 't -care. so I and X are copied
into the second row under JIl and K n. respecti vely. The proce.... is continued for each row in
the table and for each ni p-flop. with the input conditions from the excitation table co pied into
the proper row of the particular flip-flop being considered.

The nip-flop inpu ts in Table 5.13 specify the truth table for the input equations as a func
tion of present state A, present state B. and input .r. The input equa tions are simplified in the
maps of Fig. 5.30. The next-stare values are nOI used durin g the simplification, since the input
equat ions are a function of thc present state and the input only. Note the advantage of using J K
type nip-flops when sequential circuits are designed manually. The fact that there are so man)'
don 's-care entries ind icates that the combinational circuit for the input equations is likely to be
simpler, because do n' t-care nun rerms usually help in obtaining simpler expressions. If there are
unused states in the state table. there will be additi onal don 't -care conditions in the map.

The four input equations for the pair of JK flip-flops arc listed under the maps of Fig. 5.30 .
The logic diagram (schematic) of the sequentia l circui t is dra wn in Fig. 5.3 1.

Synthesis Using T Flip-Flops

The procedure for synthesizing circuits using T flip , flops will bedemonstrated b), desi gnin g
a binary co unter. An n-bit binary count er consists of n flip-flops that can count in binary from
0 102" - I. The stale d iagram of a three -bit counter is shown in Fig. 5.32. As seen from ee
binary states indicated in..ide the circles. the nip -flop OUIP UIS repeat the binary coun t sequence
with a return to 000 after 111. The dire cted lines betwee n circles are not marked with input
and output values as in other state d iagrams. Remember that state transitions in cloc ked se
quential circuns occur during a clock edge; the flip-flop.. remai n in thei r present slates if no
cloc k is applied . For that reason. the cloc k does nOI appear explici tly a!'> an inpu t variable in
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FIGURE 5.32
State diag ram of three-bit binary counter

a slate diagram or slate table. From this point of view. the state diagram of a counter does not
have to show input and output values along the directed lines. The only input to the circu it is
the clock. and the outputs are specified by the present state of the Flip-flops. The next state of
a counter depends entirely on its present state, and the state trans ition occurs every time the
clock goes through a transition.

Table 5.14 is the state table for the three-bit binary counter. The three flip-flops are sym
bolized by A 2• A ]. and Ao. Binary counters are constructed most efficiently with T flip-flops
because of their complement property. The flip-flop excitation for the Tinputs is derived from
the excitation table of the T nip-flop and by inspection of the state transition of the present state
to the next state. As an illustration. consider the flip-flop input entries for row 001 . The pres
ent state here is 00 1 and the next state is 010. which is the next count in the sequence. Com
paring these two counts, we note that A 2 goes from 0 to O. so TA2 is marked with 0 because
flip-nap A2 must not change when a clock occurs. Also, A I goes from 0 10 I, so TAJis marked
with a I because this nip-flop must be complemented in the next clock edge . Similarly, Ao

goes from I to 0, indicating thai it must be complemented. so T AO is marked with a I . The last
row. with present state I I I. is compared with the first count 000, which is its next state. Going
from all ts to all O's requires that all three flip-naps be complemented.

Table 5.14
5tate Table for Three-Bit Counter

Present State Next State Flip-Flop Inputs

A, AI A, A, A, Ao T" TAl T"

0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 I 0 I 0 0 I
0 I 0 0 1 I 0 0
0 I I I 0 0 I I
I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0
I 0 I I I 0 0 I
I I 0 I I I 0 V
I 1 1 0 0 0 I I
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Maps for three-bit binary counter
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FIGURE 5.34
logic diagram of three-bit binary counter

The flip-flop input equations are simplified in the maps of Fig. 5.33. Note thai TAO has t 's
in all eight minterms because the least significant bit of the counter is complemented with
each count. A Boolean function that includes all mlnterms defines a constant value of J. The
input equations listed under each map specify the combinational part of the counter. in
cluding these funct ions with the three flip-flops, we obtain the logic diagram of the count
er. as shown in Fig. 5.34. For simplicity, the reset signal is not shown, but be aware that
every design should include a reset signal.

PROBLEMS

Answers 10 problems marked with " appear at me end of the book . Where appropriate, a logic design
and its related HDL mode ling proble m are cross refere nced .

Note: For each problem that requ ires writ ing and verifying a HDL model. a lesl plan should be wrinen

to ide ntify which functional features are to be tested during the simulation and how the~' will be tested.
For example. a reset on the fly could be tested by asserting the rese t signal while me simulated

machine is in a state other than the reset state . The test plan is to guide the development of a t~t bench

that will imple ment the plan . Simulate the model. u.sing the test be nch. and verify mat the beha vior is
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correct. If synthesis tools and an ASIC cell library are available. the Verilog descriptions developed for

Prob\ems 5.34-5.46 can be assigned as ">)'l'Ithesis exer cises. The gate-\e\'e\ circuit prod uced b)' the

synthesis tools should be simulated and com pared with the simulation results for the presynthesis

model .

5.1 The D latch of Fig. 5.6 is constructed with four NAN D gates and an inverter. Consider the fol
lowing three other ways for obtai ning a D latch . and in eac h case draw the logic diagra m and
verify the circu it operation;

(a) Use NOR gates for the SR latch part and AND gates for the other two. An inverter may be
needed .

(b) Use NOR gates for all four gates. Inverte rs may be needed .

(c) Usc four NAND gates only (without an inverte r). This can be done by con nect ing the output
of the upper gate in Fig. 5.6 (the gate that goe s to the SR latch) to the input of the lower gate
(instead of the inverter output).

5.2 Construct a JK flip-flop. using a D flip -flop . a two-t o-one-line multiplexer. and an inverte r.
(HDL-see Problem 5.34.)

s.J Show that the characteristic equation for the complement output of a JK flip-flop is

Q' (I + I ) = J 'Q' + KQ

5.4 A PN flip -flop has four operations. clear 10 O. no change. com plement. and set to I . when inputs
P and N are 00. 01. 10. and II. respe ctively.

(a) Tabulate the characteristic table. (h)· Derive the charac teris tic equation.

(c) Tabulate the exci tation table. (d ) Show how the PN flip-flop can beconverted
to a D flip-flop.

5.5 Explain the differences among a truth table. a state table . a characteristic table. and an excitation
table. Also. explain the di fference among a Boolean equation. a state equation. a characteristic
equation. and a flip-flop input equation.

5 .6 A sequential circuit with two D flip-flops A and B. two inputs x and y, and one output z is speci
fied by the followin g next-state and output equat ions (HDL-see Problem 5.35);

A(t + I ) = x 'y + x B

B(t + I ) = x/ A + , .

, - A

(a) Draw the logic diagram of the circuit.

(b) List the stale tab le for the sequential circu it.

(c) Draw the co rrespond ing state diagram.

5 .7· A sequential circuit has one flip-flop Q. two inputs x and y, and one output S. It consists of a full
adder circuit connected to a D flip-flop. as shown in Fig. P5.7. Derive the stale table and state
d iagram of the sequential circ uit.

5.S· Derive the state table and the state diagram of the sequential circ uit show n in Fig. P5.8. Explain
the function that the circ uit performs. (HOt-see Problem 5.36.)
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5 .9 A sequential ctrcvit ha.\IVioJK flip-flops A and 8 and one input x_The cecuu Is described b) lhe
follow ing flip- flop inpul equatjonc

J A "" x K A -B'

J B - x K. - A

(a)· Deri ve the ~tale equat ions A(t + I ) and 8 (t + I ) by !\Ub:.lituting the inpul equations fur the
J and K variables,

(b) Draw the stale diagram of the circun .

5 .10 A seq uential circuit h~ IwoJKfiip-flops A and 8 . lwo inpul>. J: and y. and one output :. The flip
flop input equations and circuil outpur equation are

J A - Bx + B' ,.'

J . "" A'x

K A -= B'x}-'

K B "" A + X}-'
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(a} Draw the logic diagram of the circuit.

(b) Tabulate the state table .

(c) ~ Derive the state equations for A and B.

5 .11 * Starting from stale 00 in the sta te diagram of Fig. 5. 16, dete rmine the state transiti ons and
output sequence that wi ll be genera ted when an input sequence of 0101 1011101 1110 is
applied.

5.1 2* Reduce the number of states in the fo llowing state table, and tabulat e the reduced state tab le:

Ne xt State Output

Present State X = 0 X = 1 X = 0 x = I

a f b 0 0

b d , 0 0

" f e 0 0

d , , I 0
, d c 0 0

f f b I I

g g h 0 I

h g u I 0

5 .1 3'" Startin g from slate 11 and the input sequence 0 11100100 I I . determine the output sequence for

(a) the state table of the previous problem and

(b) the reduced state table from the previous problem. Show thai the same output sequence is ob
tained for both.

5.14 Substitute binary assignment 2 from Table 5.9 to the stales in Table 5.8, and obtain the binary state
table.

5 .15* List a state table for the JK flip -flop , using Q as the presen t and next state and J and K as in
puts. Design the sequential circui t spec ified by the state table , and show that it is equivalent to
Fig.5. 12(a).

5 .16* Design a sequential circu it with two D flip. flops A and B and one input x_in.

(a) When x_ in = 0, the state of the circuit remains the same. When x_ in = I , the circuit goes
through the state transitions from 00 to 0 1. to II , to 10, back to 00, and repeats.

(b) When x_ ill = 0, the state of the circuit remains the same. When -e.,in = I , the circu it goes
through the state transitions from 00 to II , to 0 1, to 10, back to 00 , and repeats. (HDL-see
Problems 5.38.)

5 .17 Design a one-input, one-output serial 2's complementer. The circuit accepts a string of bits from
the input and generates the Z's complement at the output. The circuit can be reset asynchronously
to stan and end the opera tion. fHDL-see Problem 5.39.)
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5 .18· Design a sequential circuit with two JK flip-flops A and B and two inputs Eand F. 1f E "" O.the
circui t rcrnainv in the same state regardless of the value o f F. When E "" 1 and F - I. the cir 
cuit goes through the state transitions from 00 to 01. to 10. to 11. back to 00. and repeats. Whe n
E = I and F = O. the circuit goesthrough the state trans itions from 00 to 11. to 10. to Ol . back
to 00. and repeats. (HDL-see Problem 5.40.)

5 .19 A sequential circuit has three flip-fl op s A. B. and C: one input ",_in: and one OUtput y_out. The
stale diagram is shown in Fig. P5,19. Tbe circuit is to be designed by treating me unused states
as don't-care conditions. Analyze the circuit obtained from the design to determine the effect of
the unused states. (HDL- see Problem 5.4 1.)

(a )· Use D flip-flops in the design.

(b ) Use JK flip- flops in the design,

0,0

001

I I I

1,0

0,0

FIGURE PS .19

0,0

5 .20 Design the sequential circuit specified by the sta te diagram o f Fig. 5.19. using T flip-flops.

5 .21 What is the main difference betwee n an initial statement and an a1" -a)1i stateme nt in Verilog HDL?

5.22 Draw the waveform generated by the following sta tements:

(a) Init ial begin
w= O; #15w= 1; #6Ow=O; #25w =1 ; #40w= O;

end

(bl initial fo rk
w =O; #15 w=1 ; #6Ow=O; #25w =1 ; #4Ow=O;

joi n

5 .2)- Con side r the following statements. assuming that RegA contains the value of 30 initiall)':

( a) RegA = 75;
RegS =RegA:

(b) RegA <= 75;
RegS <= RagA:

What are the values of RegA and RegB after execution ?



5.24 Write and \ c rif )' an HDL beh avioral descripnon o f a positive-edge-sensitive D fl ip· flop with

(a) acnve- jow a~)nchronous p«' K'1and clear. (Th is t)'pe of fl ip-flop i S~"lI in Fig. 11 .13.)

lb) active-low synduOt\OUs ptc'>C\ and deat" .

S.2S A special posuive-edge-triggered flip-flop has I WO inplllS D I and D1 and a control inpu l lhal
cbooees between the IWO. wrue and venfy an flD L behOls'iora llbcrip(ion of this flip-flop.

S.U Write and verify an i lDL bd lol \ioral de!;cription of the JK flip-Ilop. using an if-eh e statement ba!lC\l
on the s alue of the pre-em"'ate.

(a )-Consider the charac1erislk equation when Q .. Our Q .. 1

tb) Conside r how the J and K inpuls affect the outp ut o f the flip- flop at each clock lick.

5.27 Rewrite and s'eri fy the description o f HDL Exa mple 5.S by combining the Sla{e tra nsitions and
output into tine a lwlllli bloc k.

5.U Simulate the sequentia l cin:ui t sho wn in Fig . 5. 17.

(a) Write Ihe HDl tkM'riplion of the stale diagram (Le .. a behaviora l model).

(b) Write the HDLde scription of the circuit diagram (i.e .• a structural model).

(c) Write an Il Dl stimul us with the sequence 00. 0 I. I I. 10 of inputs . Verify that the response
is the same for hoth descriptions.

5 .29 wrne a behavioral de!>Cripliun o f the state mach ine describe d by the slate di agr am shown in
Fig. P5.19. wnre a le~1 benc h and verify the func uo naluy o f lhe dc:~ription.

5 .30'" Draw' the logic diagram for the "Cquentia l circu it de scribed by the following HOl module:

module SeCLCkl (Input A. B. C, Cl K, ou tput reg Q );
reg E;

a lways @ (posedge Cl K);
beg in

E <= A &B;
Q <= E IC;

end
endmodule

Wh at change-, if an)', lIlU ~1 be incfuded in Ihe circuit if the lavt twc statements use block ing in

stead of nunblocking as"ignment?

5 .31 . How ~hou ld lhe dcscnpnon in Problem 5.30 be wn nen M) Ihal the circuit has the same behavior
when the a,,~ignmenb are made with = instead o f with < .. '!

5.32 Using an initial statement with ,I hc jtin ... end block . write a Vo:ri log de scription of the wave
forms shown in Fig. P5.32. Rcpo:al using a furk ••• joi n block.

5 .33 Explain why it is importan t that the vtim ulus signals in a teet bench be synchronized to the inec
rive edge of the clock of the sequentia l circuit that is 10 be tes ted ,

5.W Usi ng behavioral models fflr the D flip-fl op and the inverter, write and verif)' an HD l model of
the J·K flip-Ilop described in Prob lem 5. 2.

5.35 Write and veri ty an n OL model o f tbe sequential circuir described in Problem 5 .6.
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S.36 w rite and verify an HDl structural descri ption of the machine ha ving the circuit diagram
(sc hematic ) shown in Fig . P5.8.

S.37 Write and verify HDl behaviora l descriptio ns of the stat e machines ..hewn in Fig. 5.25 and
Fig . 5.26. w rite a test bench 10co mpare the sta re sequence s and input-output behaviors o f the
two mac hines.

5 .38 Write and verify an HDl behavioral descript ion of the machi ne described in Problem ~ . 1 6.

5.39 Write and verify a behavioral description of the machine specified in Problem 5. 17.

5.40 Write and verify a behavioral descri ption of the machine ..pecified in Problem 5.JS.

5 .4 1 Write and ver ify a behaviora l descri ption of the machi ne speci fied in Problem 5. 19. (Him: See
the discus-ion of the default case item preceding HDl Example ~. 8 in Chapter ~ . I

5 .42 Write and verify an HDl structural desc ription of the circuit shown in Fig. ~i.2 9 .

5 .43 Write and verify an HDl behavioral descri ption o f the three -bit binarycounter shoy, n in Figure
5.3~.

5 .44 w rite and ver ify a verilo g model of aD flip- flop having synchronou.. reset.

5 .45 Write and verify an HDl behavioral description of the seq uence detector described in Figure
5.27
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